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Appendix 9 - Greenfield Schedules

Site ref
NWAR049

Settlement
Ansley

Local Authority
SLA 147/FD0828

Site Address
R/O CHURCH, ANSLEY

Site Area (ha)
1.46

Description of site
The site comprises the majority of a grass field located on the northern edge of the village, immediately west of the housing 
estate on St Lawrence Road. The settlement is located on a on a ridge and the site appears to be widely exposed to the north; 
the tree belt apparent on aerial photographs appears to have been wholly or at least partially removed opening up the site.  A 
few trees delineate the northern boundary of the field just beyond the site and the site is apparent from the right of way running 
past New Park Farm.The site comprises mainly rough pastureland bordered by mature hedge banks and the site is not readily 
accessible.

Current/previous landuse
Agriculture

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in principle 
for future housing potential, because of its accessibility to facilities, job opportunities and public transport, and because there 
are no insurmountable constraints. The site could contribute to the creation of a sustainable, mixed community. Development 
here could be limited due to the settlement size and available services. The settlement status and location would also be 
unlikely to encourage major growth. Site lies 150m from chip shop and pub, 450+m from shop, recreation area.

Availability summary
The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. The agent has confirmed that the site will be promoted through the LDF process., 5 YEARS

Policy restrictions

Physical constraints
Given the seemingly exposed nature of the site it appears that development would form a prominent addition to the existing 
settlement edge which may be particularly apparent. New development could form a prominent component within the 
landscape in views from the north east (although development is likely to be seen against the backdrop of the ribbon of 
development running along Birmingham Road which forms the south western boundary). If the site were to come forward, very 
substantial strategic planting would be required (preferably well in advance of development taking place) to create and define 
the edge of the physical and visual limits of the settlement. The site is 25 to 100m from  hourly route to Nuneaton (Mon-Sat) 
and 1km from hourly route to Coleshill (incl Parkway Station) & Birm' Inter' Airport, 6am - 5pm.

It is not apparent how the site may be accessed as the site boundaries do not extend to Birmingham Road (although a gap in 
existing development does appear to exist here).

Potential impacts
Only suitable potential access via land adjoining Church Hall and No. 59 Birmingham Rd. The site is a large open site which 
constitutes a visual extension into open countryside however, the impact is not as visible as other sites as it is screened by 
existing development and hedge banks.
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Achievability summary
This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no 
economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community 
gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal development costs. The market should have 
substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this site has been assessed through the LDF and application process, 
so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium term. The site is therefore achievable subject to addressing the potential access and 
constraints.

Conclusion
For developments of this size, we need to take account of some level of Public Open Space, access improvement, strategic landscaping etc. 
Therefore we suggest that 80% of the land is likely to be developable for residential purposes (1.1ha). This results in a yield of 40 dwellings 
(35dpa). Because of its location and characteristics, this site would be suitable for a mix of dwellings of about 40 units likely to be started in 
about 2013 and completed by 2015 , depending on the recovery of the housing market and decisions on locations for growth made though the 
LDF. The Agent has subsequently indicated through consultation that landscaping conditions could be applied on the granting of permission, to 
minimise any impacts on the wider landscape.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
civil proceedings. ©North Warwickshire Borough Council. Licence No. 100017910. 2009
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Final suggested yield: 40Final density: 27.45
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Site ref
NWAR050

Settlement
Ansley

Local Authority
FD0855 / SLA 61

Site Address
LAND ADJ ANSLEY ALLOTMENTS

Site Area (ha)
5.15

Description of site
This site comprises a three rough pasture fields on the north eastern edge of the village, two of which have a particular urban 
fringe character. The northern and central parts of the site wrap around an area of allotments; the housing estate at St 
Lawrence Road forms a prominent edge on the north western side and development along Birmingham Road forms the south 
western edge beyond the allotments. The field adjoining the estate falls slightly to the south east and development in this part 
of the site offers an opportunity to create a more attractive edge to the settlement, where existing development is already 
prominent forming a backdrop in views from the east/south east. The central field is located slightly lower; whilst the boundary 
hedge provides no containment from the more open landscape that runs away to the east/south east the site is strongly related 
to the existing settlement edge and the allotments. The south eastern field has a slightly more attractive character due the 
higher level of boundary vegetation that softens the settlement edge; the north eastern boundary is defined by a low hedge 
allowing medium distance views out across the undulating landscape beyond from the right of way that runs along the 
southern edge of the field. The slight rise in the landform east of the site, combined with the softening effect of vegetation, 
ensures that the existing settlement edge sits well within the landscape when viewed from Tunnel Road when approaching 
from the north east.

Current/previous landuse
Agriculture

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
The site is not suitable to be developed in its entirety given the existing size of the village; the settlement status and location 
mean that it is unlikely to encourage major growth. There is however, some potential for a limited development opportunity. 
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in principle 
for future housing potential, because of its accessibility to facilities, job opportunities and public transport, and because there 
are no insurmountable constraints. The site could contribute to the creation of a sustainable, mixed community. It is considered 
that this site would be suitable for a mixed use development.  Potential access from number of options including Nuthurst 
Crescent, Tunnel Road or St Lawrence Road Estate.  No school, but does have shop, PO, couple of pubs, club and hall and 
some employment uses.

Availability summary
The agent confirms that the site is available for development. However, part of the site is used as allotments, under the 
ownership of the Local Authority and its availability is unknown. The agent has confirmed that the site will be promoted through 
the LDF process.

Policy restrictions

Physical constraints
Overall the site does offer very considerable scope for accommodating a significant area of development. Owing the general 
prominence of the existing settlement, new development would provide an opportunity to create a more sympathetic and 
visually attractive edge, with appropriate strategic planting along the outer edge to soften its profile. There may be scope to 
relocate the allotments to provide further capacity and a better design solution in this location. They could, for example, be 
relocated into the south eastern field where, with some strengthening of the existing field boundary, they could be integrated 
well whilst maintaining the existing integrated edge of the settlement in this location. The site is 100 to 50m from hourly route to 
Nuneaton (Mon-Sat) and hourly route to Coleshill (incl Parkway Station) & Birm' Inter' Airport, 6am - 5pm.

The site appears generally well located to the main, albeit limited village facilities. Access into the site appears to be limited to 
Nuthurst Crescent/Tunnel Road, which may impose limitations on the capacity of the site.

Potential impacts
The site adjoins existing residential properties but access can be achieved through Tunnel Road, Croft Mead or Nuthurst 
Crescent.
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Achievability summary
This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no 
economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural. However, the site consists of 
Council owned allotment land and this may be required to deliver the vehicular access. The availability of the allotment land is unknown 
therefore the achievability of the site is unknown.

Conclusion
For developments of this size, we need to take account of some level of Public Open Space, roads, strategic landscaping etc. Plus in this case, 
the site should be limited to a much smaller area to respect the existing scale of the village. Therefore we suggest that 50% of the land is likely 
to be developable, some of which would be available for residential purposes as part of a mixed use scheme (2.5ha). If we assume 75% (1.8ha) 
would be available for housing, this results in a yield of 56 dwellings at 30dph. Because of its location and characteristics, this site would be 
suitable for a mix of dwellings of about 43 units (Adjoining development averages from 30 to 35/ha.) The site could be started in about 2013  
and completed by 2015 , depending on the recovery of the housing market and decisions on locations for growth made though the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
civil proceedings. ©North Warwickshire Borough Council. Licence No. 100017910. 2009
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Final suggested yield: 43Final density: 8.35
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Site ref
NWAR133

Settlement
Ansley

Local Authority
SLA 58

Site Address
PADDOCK AT VILLAGE FARM, ANSLEY

Site Area (ha)
0.88

Description of site
This site lies just within the green belt, the edge of which follows the south western side of the site, at the northern end of the 
village. It comprises a farmstead with some traditional outbuildings, modern agricultural barns, a large yard to the rear which 
appears to be occupied by lorries as part of a haulage business; a strip of unmanaged land extends along the western side of 
Birmingham Road, from which it is separated by a reasonable hedge that contributes to the character of the approach into the 
settlement. The main yard may be regarded as Brownfield land and development in this location would, subject to the retention 
(perhaps conversion) of the older buildings if these are of historic interest, would be appropriate; the buildings and the haulage 
yard are prominent on the ridge and a lower density development with substantial planting associated with it may provide an 
appropriate and more sympathetic long term use. The unmanaged area is more sensitive to change; however the existing 
houses on the opposite side of the road are already apparent on the ridge in views from the south west.

Current/previous landuse
Agriculture

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in principle 
for future housing potential. The site is physically suitable and has benefit of lying outside of the Green Belt. The site lies 250m 
from chip shop and pub, 500+m from shop, recreation area.  The site could offer an opportunity for a limited scale development 
in this small village.

Availability summary
The owner confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. The owner has confirmed that the site will be promoted through the LDF process.

Policy restrictions

Physical constraints
Sympathetic development in this location would be acceptable in landscape/visual terms as long as measures are taken to 
soften the edge, and that the vegetation along Birmingham Road is largely retained for its contribution to the character of the 
village street and the context of the adjoining barn in this location. Whilst development of the Greenfield element would not 
normally be compatible with green belt purposes, such development would not conflict generally with green belt purposes. 
Access appears to be unconstrained. A right of way crosses the southern part. Adjoins hourly route to Nuneaton (Mon-Sat) and 
1km from hourly route to Coleshill (incl Parkway Station) & Birm' Inter' Airport, 6am - 5pm.

Potential impacts
The site has a long site frontage so no access/visibility issues.
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Achievability summary
This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. The site would 
have to development for over 8 units to make it financially viable given the existing use as a farmhouse and associated buildings, but this is fully 
achievable on this site. The market should have substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this site has been 
assessed through the LDF and application process, so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium term.

Conclusion
Given the sites good links with settlement and good existing access, we suggest that  95% of the land is likely to be developable for residential 
purposes (0.83 ha). This results in a yield of  30 dwellings, if developed at 35dph, which fits with surrounding densities. Because of its location 
and characteristics, this site would be suitable for a mix of dwellings of about  30 units likely to be started in about 2011  and completed by 2013 
, depending on the recovery of the housing market and decisions on locations for growth made though the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
civil proceedings. ©North Warwickshire Borough Council. Licence No. 100017910. 2009
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Final suggested yield: 30Final density: 34.08
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Site ref
NWAR149

Settlement
Atherstone

Local Authority
SLA 75

Site Address
LAND ADJ ATH STATION AND SOUTH MEREVALE ROAD

Site Area (ha)
4.84

Description of site
This narrow linear site comprises horse-grazed pasture, some sheds, and an apparently well-used area of (unsightly) 
allotments which occupy more than half of the site. The western boundary is formed by a high stone wall which marks the edge 
of the Merevale Park, a Park and Garden of Special Historic Interest (Policy ENV 15 applies). The edge of the park beyond is 
defined by a tall belt of woodland such that there is no apparent inter-visibility with the parkland and associated Hall. The 
eastern boundary is formed by the canal and the open land provides a foreground in views from the canal towards the edge of 
the park. The northern tip of the site forms part of an attractive Conservation Area centred on the locks and canal side 
buildings where the canal passes below Merevale Road. Mixed use site of  pastureland (almost a third of site) used for 
horses/grazing/private use/recreation and old allotments under private control at just over two thirds of the site (Merevale 
Estates). Over half of the allotments still appear in active use.700 to 850m from town centre services/amenities.

Current/previous landuse
Mixed

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in principle 
for future housing potential.  However there are current physical constraints which need to be overcome before development 
can be progressed. This includes the open space/allotments issue ad sensitive design. This may reduce potential housing 
delivered.

Availability summary
The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. Although the site is partly used for allotments the agent confirms that the remainder of the site is currently 
available and the landowners would seek to relocate the allotments should the site be allocated for housing. The landowners 
are considering promotion through the LDF process.

Policy restrictions
Partially within ENV15: Development inside or outside a Conservation Area will not be permitted if it would have a harmful 
effect on the character, appearance or setting of a Conservation Area, or views into or out of the area. New buildings within 
and adjoining a Conservation Area will be required to harmonise with their settings, reflecting the scale, form and fenestration 
of traditional buildings in the area, and using materials characteristic of the area. Demolition of an unlisted building within a 
Conservation Area will only be permitted where it can be shown that the existing building does not make a positive contribution 
to the character or appearance of the Conservation Area.

Physical constraints
Access into the site from the northern end would appear to be very constrained and it is likely that the site would have to be 
accessed from the residential estate that lies to the south of the allotments. The site does appear to have potential to 
accommodate some development, subject to the relocation of the allotments elsewhere (which may have other 
consequences), and as long as it is accepted that there will be some adverse impact on the setting of the park and the canal. 
Well-designed development could ensure that the wall and the canal side are respected with appropriate set backs from these 
features (perhaps with a linear open space). The narrower northern part should not be developed to avoid compromising the 
setting of the Conservation Area and its relationship with the north eastern corner of the park, although there would appear to 
be scope for a pedestrian/cycle link to be incorporated to provide a northward connection. The significant trees that run along 
the southern side of the allotments, the field boundaries further north, and the canal side should be retained. 450m+ from bus 
route and railway station to west, 225m+ from bus route to east of site. Approx 700m from Town centre and Bus Station with 
wide range of services/routes to other Settlements/Centres. 500m from supermarkets. 300m from local shop/PO.

Potential impacts
Presence of active allotments and existence of some demand for further allotments in local area may limit the amount of the 
site with potential to release for housing development. Potential for creation of a "linear" park alongside the canal. Care needs 
to be taken over scale/height of design and development adjoining canal which is a proposed Conservation area. There is a 
need to retain similar character along the lines of existing traditional canal side domestic buildings within Atherstone.
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Achievability summary
•�This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no 
economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community 
gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal development costs. It is also considered that, given 
current and probable future sales prices, and alternative land values, the site is economically viable and the capacity of the developer to 
complete and sell the housing in the medium/long term in this area is good.

Conclusion
The site does appear to have potential to accommodate some development, subject to the relocation of the allotments elsewhere. Well-
designed development could ensure that the wall and the canal side are respected with appropriate set backs from these features. On the 
recommendation of the Landscape Assessment, the narrower northern part should not be developed to avoid compromising the setting of the 
Conservation Area and its relationship with the north eastern corner of the park. The significant trees that run along the southern side of the 
allotments, the field boundaries further north, and the canal side should also be retained. The site adjoins Merevale Road and Minions Close 
which have been developed at 40dha density and Penny Hapenny Court which is 60+dha.•�For developments of this size, we need to take 
account of some level of Public Open Space, roads, strategic landscaping etc and the above comments. Therefore we suggest that only a third 
of the land is likely to be developable for residential purposes. This results in a developable area of 1.6ha and a yield of approximately 60 
dwellings if developed at 40dph. Subject to the constraints discussed being resolved,  this site would be suitable for a mix of dwellings of about 
60 units likely to be started in about 2013  and completed by 2015, depending on the recovery of the housing market and decisions on locations 
for growth made though the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
civil proceedings. ©North Warwickshire Borough Council. Licence No. 100017910. 2009
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Site ref
NWAR066

Settlement
Atherstone

Local Authority
SLA 98 / FD0851

Site Address
LAND NORTH OF HOLLY LANE, ATHERSTONE

Site Area (ha)
2.78

Description of site
This site is adjacent to an existing housing estate.  It is also adjacent to an employment site. This site comprises a narrow 
heavily horse-grazed grass field, lying east of Holly Lane Roundabout and north of Rowland Way, a recently constructed road 
serving the adjacent employment area. The field is contained by a belt of vegetation along the northern boundary which 
combines with the vegetation within site NWAR181 immediately to the north to form a high level of enclosure from the land that 
falls away gently towards the River Sence. The southern boundary is formed by a hedgerow retained alongside a section of 
redundant road and the new road; the site falls gently eastwards to Innage Brook and housing which forms a discreet 
boundary. There is existing access onto the site which could be acceptable with some improvements. Durno's horticultural 
nursery to rear (north) of site forms top of small hill rising above floodplain.

Current/previous landuse
Agriculture

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in principle 
for future housing potential, because of its accessibility to facilities, job opportunities and public transport, and because there 
are no insurmountable constraints. The site could contribute to the creation of a sustainable, mixed community. Currently, the 
site is occasionally used as temporary car park and  for Boot Sales in past. The site is well related to existing development; 
both employment and housing areas and could come forward with adjoining site NWAR151. There were concerns raised by 
the Panel about potential flooding.  However, the flood risk is not an insurmountable constraint due to mitigation measures 
which could be put in place. There is also some concern over uses proposed on the employment site adjacent, but we feel that 
the site is very sustainable if the jobs in the adjacent employment area could be matched with the mix and tenures of housing 
proposed.

Availability summary
The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. The agent has confirmed that the site will be promoted through the LDF process and could be available 
within 5 years. The agent confirms the support of the wider scheme with NWAR181; but phasing of the two sites would be 
important and given low RSS requirement it may not be suitable to bring the sites forward on the same timescale.  The client 
would be willing to enter into discussions on NWAR066 with the Council.

Policy restrictions
The site is located outside of the settlement boundary.

Physical constraints
Due to its enclosure the site is suitable for accommodating residential development with minimal landscape and visual 
implications, with access readily available off Rowland Way; vegetation  to the north should be retained and protected as it 
assists in the integration of the site in views from the north.  There is potential to bring forward this site in conjunction with 
NWAR181 to the north. No bus route adjoins/passes the site. Nearest regular bus route approx 350m away, 7 daily trips Mon 
to Sat from 7:30 am then every 1.5 hrs. Marginally OK for shopping but limited for commuting. Town centre approx 1km 
(1000m) walking distance.

Potential impacts
There are access issues relating to the capacity of the bridge leading to the A5 trunk road. There is no bus route 
adjoining/passing the site and the nearest regular bus route is approx 350m away, ( 7 daily trips Mon to Sat from 7:30 am then 
every 1.5 hrs. ) The site is suitably located for shopping but limited for commuting. The town centre is approx 1km (1000m) 
walking distance and is immediately opposite area designated for employment development (post 2009, Holly Lane Industrial 
estate). There is some conflict between overnight parking of delivery lorries along Holly Lane and residential/commuter traffic 
access to and from adjoining residential estates.
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Achievability summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the site would not be 
considered to be suitable. However, this site  is well contained and has low visual implications. It is also adjacent to the urban area and is in a 
location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no economic reason why the site should not be 
financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community gain package, including affordable housing 
and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal development costs. It is also considered that, given current and probable future sales prices, 
and alternative land values, the site is economically viable and the capacity of the developer to complete and sell the housing in the 
medium/long term in this area is good.

Conclusion
For developments of this size, we need to take account of some level of Public Open Space, roads, strategic landscaping etc. Therefore we 
suggest that  90% of the land is likely to be developable for residential purposes.  The adjoining housing densities range from a low 25/ha to 
29/ha maximum. If  we take the net developable land figure of 2.5ha, and apply a 30dph multiplier, this results in a yield of  75 dwellings. This 
may be further reduced if the employment element is accepted as part of the scheme, but equally the site could come forward with adjoining site 
NWAR181 which could increase potential. •�Because of the site location and the issues regarding access to transport infrastructure and 
surrounding employment uses, the site will likely need to be the subject of further work to assess its sustainability and preferred use.  A 
development brief should be put in place to suitably design out the interaction between uses.  This would also be important to the other 
boundaries as each is different and needs to be carefully thought out. Realistically, if the site were to come forward for housing, or an element of 
housing, it could be started in about 2013  and completed by 2015, depending on the recovery of the housing market and decisions on locations 
for growth made though the LDF. The agent confirms the support of the wider scheme with NWAR181 and the client would be willing to enter 
into discussions on NWAR066 with the Council.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
civil proceedings. ©North Warwickshire Borough Council. Licence No. 100017910. 2009
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Final suggested yield: 75Final density: 26.99
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Site ref
NWAR148

Settlement
Atherstone

Local Authority
SLA 74

Site Address
LAND ADJ ATHERSTONE STATION

Site Area (ha)
1.19

Description of site
The site lies directly east of the Coventry Canal, with the mainline railway forming its eastern boundary. The site is not readily 
accessible but appears to be an area of allotments, some of which still appear to be in use, whilst others have been 
abandoned and have reverted to scrub; recent housing lies to the north (Merevale Road) with an older estate (Minions Close) 
to the south. The site was formerly allotments approximately a third are still in use.

Current/previous landuse
Amenity/open space

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
The site offers a suitable location for development and would contribute to the creation of sustainable, mixed communities. 
However there are current physical constraints which need to be overcome before development can be progressed; including 
the retention of some open space/allotments. Access would appear to be available as an extension from Merevale Road 
(although this is restricted at its northern end where Old Watling Street passes through a low bridge under the railway) and off 
Minions Close.

Availability summary
The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. The agent confirms that the landowners are considering promotion through the LDF process.

Policy restrictions

Physical constraints
The site is well contained, and subject to its availability given its current use and evaluation of its biodiversity value, appears 
suitable in landscape and visual terms for development. However, the frontage with the canal is an important part of the setting 
and character of the canal and lock and any new development should be set back to allow for the retention of the better trees 
that are located alongside the towpath. The recent development to the north forms an unfortunate edge and this unsympathetic 
approach should not be repeated here. Approx 575+m from Town centre, supermarkets, Railway and Bus Station with wide 
range of services/routes to other Settlements/Centres.

Potential impacts
Presence of active allotments and existence of some demand for further allotments in local area may limit the amount of the 
site we are prepared to release for housing development. Subject to provision of some open space in addition to the amount 
presently used for allotments, there is clear housing potential for this site utilising existing access either via Minions Close or 
Merevale Road or both. Potential for creation of a "linear" park alongside the canal. Care needs to be taken over scale/height 
of design and development adjoining canal which is a proposed Conservation area. Avoid excessive three storey development, 
and instead use more typical 2 storey character along the lines of existing traditional canal side domestic buildings within 
Atherstone.
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Achievability summary
•�This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no 
economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community 
gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal development costs. It is also considered that, given 
current and probable future sales prices, and alternative land values, the site is economically viable and the capacity of the developer to 
complete and sell the housing in the medium/long term in this area is good.

Conclusion
This site is considered to have potential for development. Development here should aim to retain some of the existing open space and allotment 
uses and additionally, for developments of this size, we need to take account of some level of Public Open Space, roads, strategic landscaping 
etc. Therefore we suggest that 50 % of the land is likely to be developable for residential purposes (0.59ha). We recommend that due care be 
taken over the scale/height of design and of development adjoining canal; but acknowledge that the site is adjoining existing high density 
development. As such we consider 40dph to be suitable, which this results in a yield of 23 dwellings. Because of its location and characteristics, 
this site would be suitable for a mix of dwellings of about 23  units likely to be started in about 2012  and completed by 2013 , depending on the 
recovery of the housing market and decisions on locations for growth made though the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
civil proceedings. ©North Warwickshire Borough Council. Licence No. 100017910. 2009
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Site ref
NWAR181

Settlement
Atherstone

Local Authority
SLA 100

Site Address
DURNOS NURSERIES

Site Area (ha)
3.58

Description of site
The site is currently a plant nursery, comprising a number of glasshouses, sheds, hard standings, and remnant areas of grass, 
and a house fronting on to Old Holly Lane, all set within an area that contains significant vegetation which slopes gently 
northwards. The northern boundary is defined by a reasonable hedgerow and vegetation (including tall conifer hedges) that 
contain the site from the B4116 along its western frontage. To the north the land slopes away gently across open arable 
farmland towards the River Sence.  Site forms top of small hill rising above floodplain which curves around site to North and 
North East. Existing garden centre use on site., Site forms top of small hill rising above floodplain which curves around site to 
North and North East.

Current/previous landuse
Agriculture

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
From the information available, the site is considered suitable for housing development in principle because of the 
characteristics of the site and its surrounding area. The site lies close to existing housing and employment areas, retail and 
sports/social facilities.  Good access onto B4116. Site considered suitable for housing.

Availability summary
The developer confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which 
could limit development. The developer has confirmed that the site will be promoted through the LDF process., 5 YEARS

Policy restrictions
The site is located outside of the settlement boundary.

Physical constraints
The site contributes to the containment of the urban edge in views back towards the settlement, although the edge of housing 
east of Innage Brook is partially apparent above the adjoining hedgerow. Subject to a sensitive design which safeguards and 
reinforces the more prominent boundary vegetation and trees, and suitable access which may be achieved perhaps in 
combination with site NWAR066, the site has potential to accommodate residential development.

Potential impacts
There is good access onto B4116.  Only real access issue relates to capacity of bridge over WCML on B4116, adjoining TNT, 
leading to A5 trunk road. No bus route adjoins/passes the site. Nearest regular bus route approx 350m away, 7 daily trips Mon 
to Sat from 7:30 am then every 1.5 hrs. Marginally OK for shopping but limited for commuting. Town centre approx 1km 
(1000m) walking distance.
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Achievability summary
•�This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no 
economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community 
gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal development costs. It is also considered that, given 
current and probable future sales prices, and alternative land values, the site is economically viable and the capacity of the developer to 
complete and sell the housing in the medium/long term in this area is good.

Conclusion
This site would only be suitable as part of a wider scheme, not in isolation. For developments of this size, we need to take account of some level 
of Public Open Space, roads, strategic landscaping etc. Therefore we suggest that  90% of the land is likely to be developable for residential 
purposes (3.1ha).  The adjoining housing densities range from a low 25/ha to 29/ha maximum. If  we take the net developable land figure of 
3.1ha, and apply a 30dph multiplier, this results in a yield of  94 dwellings. The site could not come forward independently but should come 
forward with adjoining site NWAR066 which could increase potential. •�Because of the site location and the issues regarding access to 
transport infrastructure and surrounding employment uses, the site will likely need to be the subject of further work to assess its sustainability 
and preferred use.  Realistically, if the site were to come forward for housing, or an element of housing, it could be started in about 2013  and 
completed by 2016, depending on the recovery of the housing market and decisions on locations for growth made though the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
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Site ref
NWAR175

Settlement
Baddesley Ensor

Local Authority
SLA 92B

Site Address
LAND ADJ 3 MEADOW GARDENS

Site Area (ha)
0.57

Description of site
This area is difficult to appraise on the ground as the two sites make up a parcel of land that is bordered by development on 
two sides and subdivided into a mosaic of small parcels by overgrown hedgerows and trees, which may have some historical 
interest/value. A cottage lies within site 175. Land uses appear to be a mix of gardens, small paddocks, and allotments (used 
–with a collection of sheds - and unused). The area has an interesting and varied character and the high level of vegetation 
softens the interface between the development to the south and west and the rising land within Baddesley Common. Sloping 
area of allotments and small gardens in active use. Mature tree'd hedge banks border much of site and allotment/garden plots. 
Increasing gradient sloping from SW up to NE. Adjoins rough grassland/common land with access off Newlands Rd.

Current/previous landuse
Not known

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
Not known

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in principle 
for future housing potential, because of its accessibility to facilities, job opportunities and public transport, and because there 
are no insurmountable constraints. The site could contribute to the creation of a sustainable, mixed community. The loss of 
allotments/open space will be resisted locally, but the allotments appear to be inactive/unused. Access off Meadow gardens 
achievable.

Availability summary
The owner confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. The owner has confirmed that the site will be promoted through the LDF process., 5 YEARS

Policy restrictions
Currently in use as allotments, PPG17 study consulted; see below.

Physical constraints
Development here is subject to the safeguarding/relocation of the allotment uses, and the retention of the vegetated character 
of the site, parts may be suitable for small scale development as long as this does not detract from the character of the 
common. Access appears to be available off Meadow Gardens but may entail the removal of some vegetation. 275m from 
village shop, 300 from social club, 425m from village hall/community centre and 70m from hourly route/service to Tamworth, 
Nuneaton, Atherstone, Hams Hall, Coleshill Parkway and Town Centre to Birmingham, International Airport and Station, Mon 
to Sat.

Potential impacts
The Proposed Housing Sites Report 2007 (PPG17) states that in the Grendon/ Baddesley area there is a deficit in supply of 
allotment areas. Gradient/topography may affect this but not significantly.
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Achievability summary
The deliverability of the site is dependant on replacement allotment open space made available for relocation. However, if this is resolved, then 
development in principle is supported. Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene 
policy and therefore the site would not be considered to be suitable. This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find 
attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that 
the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, 
as well as abnormal development costs. The market should have substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this 
site has been assessed through the LDF and application process, so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium term.

Conclusion
Subject to the safeguarding/relocation of the allotment uses, and the retention of the vegetated character of the site, parts may be suitable for 
small scale development as long as this does not detract from the character of the common. Therefore, we suggest that 75% of the land is likely 
to be developable for residential purposes. This results in a net developable figure of 0.42ha and a yield of 13 dwellings at 30dph. Because of its 
location and characteristics, and its relatively small size, this site could be suitable for a mix of dwellings of about 9 units likely to be started 
within the first 5 years, however, due to the dependency on a replacement site being found, we have placed it in 2013 to 2014;  depending on 
the recovery of the housing market and decisions on locations for growth made though the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
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Site ref
NWAR008

Settlement
Baddesley Ensor

Local Authority
SLA92A/PS02

Site Address
LAND ADJ 3 MEADOW GARDENS

Site Area (ha)
0.29

Description of site
This is a small sloping area of allotments and small gardens some in active use, most vacant/unused. Housing development 
on 3 sides. Mature tree'd hedge banks border much of site and allotment/garden plots. The site is part of larger site with SLA 
92B. Slopes gently from SW up to NE.

Current/previous landuse
Amenity/open space

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
Not known

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in principle 
for future housing potential, because of its accessibility to facilities, job opportunities and public transport, and because there 
are no insurmountable constraints. The site could contribute to the creation of a sustainable, mixed community. The loss of 
allotments/open space will be resisted locally, but the allotments appear to be inactive/unused. Access off Meadow gardens 
achievable.

Availability summary
The owner confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. There have not been allotment uses on the site since 2004. The owner has confirmed that the site will be 
promoted through the LDF process., 5 YEARS

Policy restrictions
Currently in use as allotments, PPG17 study consulted; see below.

Physical constraints
This area is difficult to appraise on the ground as the two sites make up a parcel of land that is bordered by development on 
two sides and subdivided into a mosaic of small parcels by overgrown hedgerows and trees, which may have some historical 
interest/value. A cottage lies within site 175. Land uses appear to be a mix of gardens, small paddocks, and allotments (used 
–with a collection of sheds - and unused). The area has an interesting and varied character and the high level of vegetation 
softens the interface between the development to the south and west and the rising land within Baddesley Common. Subject to 
the safeguarding/relocation of the allotment uses, and the retention of the vegetated character of the site, parts may be 
suitable for small scale development as long as this does not detract from the character of the common. 50m from village 
shop, 270 from social club, 400m from village hall/community centre and 50-70m from hourly route/service to Tamworth, 
Nuneaton, Atherstone, Hams Hall, Coleshill Parkway and Town Centre to Birmingham, International Airport and Station, Mon 
to Sat.

Access appears to be available off Meadow Gardens but may entail the removal of some vegetation.

Potential impacts
The Proposed Housing Sites Report 2007 (PPG17) states that in the Grendon/ Baddesley area there is a deficit in supply of 
allotment areas.
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Achievability summary
The deliverability of the site is dependant on replacement allotment open space made available for relocation. However, if this is resolved, then 
development in principle is supported. Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene 
policy and therefore the site would not be considered to be suitable. This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find 
attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that 
the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, 
as well as abnormal development costs. The market should have substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this 
site has been assessed through the LDF and application process, so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium term.

Conclusion
Baddesley Ensor could be a suitable location for development and could represent a logical rounding off of the settlement in this location. There 
is sufficient scope to retain and supplement planting frontage here with careful planning.  Subject to the safeguarding/relocation of the allotment 
uses, and the retention of the vegetated character of the site, parts may be suitable for small scale development as long as this does not detract 
from the character of the common. Therefore, we suggest that 75% of the land is likely to be developable for residential purposes. This results 
in a net developable figure of 0.21ha and a yield of 6 dwellings at 30dph. Because of its location and characteristics, and its relatively small size, 
this site could be suitable for a mix of dwellings of about 9 units likely to be started within the first 5 years, however, due to the dependency on a 
replacement site being found, we have placed it in 2013 to 2014;  depending on the recovery of the housing market and decisions on locations 
for growth made though the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
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Site ref
NWAR146

Settlement
Baddesley Ensor

Local Authority
SLA 72

Site Address
CHURCH FARM, BADDESLEY ENSOR

Site Area (ha)
1.47

Description of site
This site comprises a complex of traditional farm buildings and farm house (Church Farm) arranged around a yard, modern 
Dutch barn and some sheds and storage yard north of New Street. The farm buildings and house are in disrepair. The older 
buildings form an interesting group, linked by old brick and stone boundary walls, and appear to have potential to be 
restored/converted; this should be encouraged as the group are an interesting feature. The group lies on the eastern edge of 
this narrow sloping site, which falls northwards to a small brook and pond and south eastwards to a broad valley bottom. The 
undeveloped parts of the site form an interesting complex of trees, scrub and unmanaged areas and the site is very well 
integrated into the landscape and lends character to this edge of the village where Church House, located just opposite, 
reinforces this identity and wider historical relationship with the church. The vegetation is also important for the screening that it 
provides in views from St Nicholas’s church located across the field to the north.

Current/previous landuse
Agriculture

Type of site
Mixed

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in principle 
for future housing potential, because of its accessibility to facilities, job opportunities and public transport, and because there 
are no insurmountable constraints. The site could contribute to the creation of a sustainable, mixed community. The Council 
considers that there is some potential for site to be used for housing with small scale commercial uses.

Availability summary
The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. The agent has confirmed that the site will be promoted through the LDF process., 5 YEARS

Policy restrictions

Physical constraints
The site is suitable for some selective redevelopment but this should be focused on the conversion/restoration of the traditional 
farm complex, removal of unattractive more recent elements and perhaps a small number of well designed residential units 
where barns/storage areas are removed. It is important that the prevailing vegetated character of the site is retained.

Potential impacts
Accessible from and to services within the village (300m). 200m from hourly bus route/service, 300m from pick up point, to 
Tamworth, Nuneaton, Atherstone, Hams Hall, Coleshill Parkway and Town Centre to Birmingham, International Airport and 
Station, Mon to Sat.
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Achievability summary
•�This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no 
economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community 
gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal development costs. The market should have 
substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this site has been assessed through the LDF and application process, 
so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium/long term.

Conclusion
The site is considered to have potential yet site the site does have some physical constraints (pond/slope/tree growth) which may reduce the 
developable area. For developments of this size, we also need to take account of some level of Public Open Space, roads, strategic 
landscaping etc. Therefore we suggest that  80% of the land is likely to be developable for residential purposes (1.17ha). This results in a yield 
of 35 dwellings (if developed at 30dph). Because of its location and characteristics, this site would be suitable for a mix of dwellings of about 35 
units likely to be started in about 2012  and completed by 2015 , depending on the recovery of the housing market and decisions on locations 
for growth made though the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
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Site ref
NWAR069

Settlement
Dordon

Local Authority
FD0505/ SLA 57

Site Address
LAND EAST OF WOODPACK FARM

Site Area (ha)
1.53

Description of site
The site is an open, level paddock/pastureland with slight slope up from NW to SE. The site lies between existing built limit of 
Polesworth to west and Woodpark farm and buildings to east. The site is outside present development boundary. There is 
frontage onto B5000, which is still fairly fast at this point as traffic slows to enter Polesworth.  Coventry canal forms the 
northern boundary and hedge banks and small bushes trees border/screen the site. The site lies outside floodplain but land to 
west at the entrance to Polesworth does sometimes flood (possible poor drainage, as not in indicative floodplain).

Current/previous landuse
Agriculture

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in principle 
for future housing potential, because of its accessibility to facilities, job opportunities and public transport, and because there 
are no insurmountable constraints. The site could contribute to the creation of a sustainable, mixed community. Development 
of this would constitute expansion into open countryside but the surrounding landscape means, if done sensitively, the site 
would have a low visible impact.

Availability summary
The owner confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. The owner is considering promotion through the LDF process.

Policy restrictions

Physical constraints
There is no service or route passes the site or east along B5000. Nearest bus route is over 750 to 800m away in Polesworth 
centre. Nearest services similar distance, apart from pub at 375 to 400m away.

Potential impacts
Extending development into open countryside.
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Achievability summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the site would not be 
considered to be suitable. However, this site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing 
sites for development. There is no economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is 
agricultural, taking account of any community gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal 
development costs. It is also considered that, given current and probable future sales prices, and alternative land values, the site is economically 
viable and the capacity of the developer to complete and sell the housing in the medium/long term in this area is good.

Conclusion
For developments of this size, we need to take account of some level of Public Open Space, roads, strategic landscaping etc. Therefore we 
suggest that 95% of the land is likely to be developable for residential purposes (1.4ha).  The adjoining housing densities range from a low 
17/ha to 28/ha maximum. If  we take the net developable land figure of 1.4ha, and apply a 30dph multiplier, this results in a yield of 42 dwellings. 
•�Because of the site location and the surrounding landscape character, the site will likely have potential for a limited development, which 
doesn’t extend beyond Wood Park Farm.  Realistically, if the site were to come forward for housing, or an element of housing, it could be started 
in about 2013  and completed by 2015, depending on the recovery of the housing market and decisions on locations for growth made though 
the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
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Site ref
NWAR171b

Settlement
Dordon

Local Authority
SLA 89

Site Address
UK COAL COMBINED SITES AT DORDON/POLESWORTH

Site Area (ha)
158.15

Description of site
The land to the south east (south of Church Road/Dunns Lane) falls south/south eastwards towards the A5 and Penmire Brook 
valley beyond. A large part of this area is occupied by woodland (much it appears has established on old mining areas) which 
integrate the settlement within the landscape and contributes to its setting (the wooded flank of the hill side is readily apparent 
from the south); as such it is most sensitive to change. Many informal footpath routes criss-cross the area.

Current/previous landuse
Not known

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
Not known

Suitablility summary
This area would, from the information available, be considered most suitable for a mix of residential/ employment development. 
Potential access off Church Rd (between No 119 and Lyndon Lea) enables access to rear of properties. However, there is an 
issue regarding the potential impact on coal reserves below site and the Council has stated that development of sites east of 
Dordon/Polesworth will be resisted until clarification is received that there will be no impact or effect on mineral reserves. The 
site should come forward with site H171a as part of a wider mixed use scheme due to the closely relating landscape, 
geographical proximity and singular ownership.

Availability summary
The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. The agent has confirmed that the site will be promoted as a large mixed use extension suitable of 
accommodating 3,000 homes, through the LDF process. It should be noted that the NE of the site may have potential for coal 
reserves and this part of the site may not be immediately available for development.

Policy restrictions

Physical constraints
Within the southern area close to the A5 the former Orchards Colliery the site has largely regenerated itself and is covered with 
significant vegetation. The only opportunities to accommodate development that would not harm this setting and/or remove 
substantial areas of woodland appear to be in the north western part of site, south of the churchyard, although access may be 
a key constraint here. There is also an area comprising a discreet paddock located between two houses which is within the 
settlement boundary. (NWAR083). The part of the site which lies south of Dunns lane is most unsuitable being very exposed to 
the south and west.

Potential impacts
Only partially suitable due to potential access difficulties, contamination, ground stability (ex colliery and spoil tip) and physical 
gradients/slopes over much of site. The issue of open casting potential may also limit future development potential. Access at 
NW corner by foot only from adjoining cemetery and Chapel car park. Alternative access off A5 to SE may be possible but 
could be resisted by Highways agency.
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Achievability summary
•�Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the site would not 
be considered to be suitable. However, this site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward 
housing sites for development. There is no economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is 
agricultural, taking account of any community gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal 
development costs. The market should have substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this site has been 
assessed through the LDF and application process, so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium/long term.

Conclusion
The conclusion is that some areas may be suitable for development but not the whole area. Development of this size would need facilities and 
infrastructure of its own and should be treated as a new independent community. Sympathetic design should also be promoted due to the rural 
character of the area. The area of land closest to the urban settlement should be considered as a more deliverable site with the outer lying 
areas considered for development at a later stage. For developments of this size, we need to take account of some level of Public Open Space, 
roads, strategic landscaping etc. Given the challenging landscape conditions and inappropriate scale of the current proposed site. Because of 
its location and characteristics, this site would be suitable for a mix of dwellings of about 225 units, in line with the Inspectors reccomendations. 
Work on site could commence about 2020, subject to the recovery of the housing market and further work being done on the suitability of the 
land with regard to the impact of open casting potential, contamination and ground stability.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
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Yield summary
In August 2005 the Inspector recommended that land be made available in the Polesworth/Dordon area for up to 425 dwellings to be provided in 
the period after 2007 but before 2011. He also gave a clear indication that of the potential sites for such a development within 
Polesworth/Dordon the site owned by the Claimant was the most suitable for development. The Council decided against accepting the 
Inspector’s recommendation. However, our landscape work and work done on the deliverability has shown that there are some opportunities to 
the north western part of site, adjoining the settlement edge, to the south of the churchyard. However, access may be a key constraint here and 
further investigation would be needed before development could proceed. To the north east, there is an area of discreet paddock land located 
between two houses which is within the settlement boundary and this land stretches north to south.  The part of the larger site  lying south of 
Dunns lane and east of St Helena Road is most unsuitable being very exposed to the south and west.

Final suggested yield: 225Final density: 1.42

Site plan
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Site ref
NWAR236

Settlement
Dordon

Local Authority
SLA 152 / PS50

Site Address
LAND AT DUNNS LANE, DORDON

Site Area (ha)
0.21

Description of site
The site is a small overgrown paddock, now part of larger field to rear. The site is screened by trees and some hedge banks. At 
end of limited, sporadic residential development along Dunns Lane, although denser residential development on opposite side 
of Dunns Lane.

Current/previous landuse
Not known

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in principle 
for future housing potential because of the sites close link to existing housing. The site would be suitable for small scale, infill 
style development only as it extends development along Dunns Lane  to match that on the opposite (southern) side of the 
Lane. Development should not expand further as this would set a precedent for further ribbon type development along Dunns 
Lane, which is rural in character.

Availability summary
The owner confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. The owner has confirmed that the site will be promoted through the LDF process.

Policy restrictions

Physical constraints
No immediate bus route. Nearest route approx 700m+ away.

Potential impacts
Maybe issue regarding Dunns Lane, and whether it is suitable to accept additional residential traffic. There are also possible 
implications of mineral reserves, coal,  beneath the site.
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Achievability summary
•�This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no 
economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community 
gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal development costs. The market should have 
substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this site has been assessed through the LDF and application process, 
so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium/long term.

Conclusion
The site adjoins existing low density development and is in an area of rural character. For developments of this size, we suggest that 95 % of 
the land is likely to be developable for residential purposes. This results in a yield of 6 dwellings if developed at 30dph. The site, due to its small 
size and lack of constraints is likely to be started in about 2011  and completed by 2012 , depending on the recovery of the housing market and 
decisions on locations for growth made though the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
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Yield summary
Final suggested yield: 6Final density: 27.97

Site plan
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Site ref
NWAR154

Settlement
Dordon

Local Authority
SLA 80

Site Address
LAND EAST OF GYPSY LANE, DORDON

Site Area (ha)
17.20

Description of site
The site is an open Greenfield site lying 2 to 3m below and to south of A5. The site comprises rough pastureland sloping down 
from NW to SE into shallow stream valley ( Penmire Brook) then rising to south. The site surrounds the former sewage works 
(site SLA95)., Open Greenfield site lying 2 to 3m below and to south of A5. Rough pastureland sloping down from NW to SE 
into shallow stream valley ( Penmire Brook) then rising to south. There is a limited area along Penmire Brook that is shown as 
at risk from flooding.

Current/previous landuse
Agriculture

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
The site is outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and 
therefore the site would not be considered to be suitable. Notwithstanding this, there are current access and coalescence 
constraints which need to be overcome before development could be progressed. If considered with surrounding sites to the 
West, the site may have future development potential  because of its accessibility to facilities, job opportunities and public 
transport. However, it would not be suitable independently. The scale of the site is also considered inappropriate given the 
location, and this has to be reflected in the yield.

Availability summary
The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. The agent is in discussions with the owners of adjoining regarding joint promotion. The agent also confirmed 
that the landowners are considering promotion through the LDF process.

Policy restrictions
Located outside of the settlement boundary.

Physical constraints
Access onto A5 Trunk road could be difficult due to different levels and road category/hierarchy. The most likely achievable 
access would be via Gypsy Lane up to Dordon roundabout. Alternatively major improvement works  at Dordon roundabout 
could serve sites south of A5 including SLA80, 35, 95 & 34/PS26. The site should be considered with site SLA95. Flood Zone 
runs through the centre of the site which may require mitigation. Site within 250 to 300+m of hourly, Mon - Fri service /bus stop 
to Nuneaton; Hartshill; Mancetter; Atherstone; Grendon; Baddesley Ensor; Dordon; Polesworth; Tamworth; Lichfield 07:15 to 
23:50. Route runs along northern boundary (A5). There is a limited area along Penmire Brook that is shown as at risk from 
flooding.

Potential impacts
This is a Greenfield site that extends into open countryside and along A5 corridor. Issue of infilling/closing gap between 
settlements of Dordon & Grendon.
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Achievability summary
•�This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no 
economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community 
gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal development costs. It is also considered that, given 
current and probable future sales prices, and alternative land values, the site is economically viable and the capacity of the developer to 
complete and sell the housing in the medium/long term in this area is good.

Conclusion
This site has some potential but due to the continuing issue of coalescence and required access improvements, development is unlikely to be 
progressed in the short/medium term. Additionally, the wider site would be subject to several landownership's. The site (together with 
NWAR188/NWAR178) could be considered as an urban extension possibility, but the site could not sustainably considered in isolation and 
therefore is also dependant on coming forward as part of a wider scheme with surrounding sites. The site is not suitable to be developed at the 
current scale, given surrounding character. The site does have good accessibility to facilities, job opportunities and public transport. Taking 
account of the character of the site and its surroundings, this site will is likely to be developed for medium density development typically 
comprising a mix of detached, semi detached and terraced dwellings.•�For developments of this size, we need to take account of some level of 
Public Open Space, roads, strategic landscaping etc. Therefore we suggest that 50% of the land is likely to be developable for residential 
purposes (8.6ha). This results in a yield of 300 dwellings. Because of its location and characteristics, and constraints as yet unresolved, this site 
would be suitable for a mix of dwellings of about 300  units likely to be started in about 2015 and completed by 2021 , depending on the 
recovery of the housing market and decisions on locations for growth made though the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
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Yield summary
Final suggested yield: 300Final density: 17.44

Site plan
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Site ref
NWAR171a

Settlement
Dordon

Local Authority
SLA 89

Site Address
UK COAL COMBINED SITES AT DORDON/POLESWORTH

Site Area (ha)
156.99

Description of site
The settlement sits astride a north south ridge and development has respected the ridge top along the eastern side; the land 
beyond falls away quite steeply to the east/north east and is generally widely exposed to view from the flat landscape of the 
River Anker floodplain which has a strong rural character. The Hollies (Ancient Woodland) is a strong landscape feature which 
contributes the setting and integration of the settlement edge. There are some subtle differences in character due to variations 
in landform and vegetation that create some opportunities for accommodating development within this area.

Current/previous landuse
Not known

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
Not known

Suitablility summary
The site has future potential but only at a very limited scale on small sites close to the existing urban edge. Development here 
should link with NWAR171b due to the closely relating landscape, geographical proximity and singular ownership. The 
Western edge closely relates to the existing settlement. Development extending past St Helenas Road to the east would be 
wholly inappropriate given its distance from the settlement, and its extension into open countryside. From the information 
available, the site is considered suitable for a mixed development of residential, leisure and retail.  However, the potential 
impact on coal reserves below the site need to be resolved and the Council has stated that development of these sites east of 
Dordon/Polesworth will be resisted unless clarification received that there will be no impact or effect on mineral reserves.

Availability summary
The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. The agent has confirmed that the site will be promoted as a large mixed use extension suitable of 
accommodating 3,000 homes, through the LDF process. It should be noted that the NE of the site may have potential for coal 
reserves and this part of the site may not be immediately available for development.

Policy restrictions

Physical constraints
This site constitutes the UK Coal owned sites on the northern hillsides/slopes east of Dordon, which includes ex-licensed 
opencast coal sites (since lapsed). Development could potentially result in major expansion into open countryside with 
considerable visual impact on views from east; this should be resisted. Nevertheless, these are set against the existing 
development backdrop running along the ridge line roads of Whitehouse Lane, Commons Lane and Dunns Lane. The site is 
split into numerous fields criss-crossed by mature hedge banks and trees, including a number of small coppices and 
woodlands. Much of the southern area of the whole site is former mined/open cast land  which has now regenerated with much 
tree growth. There are some subtle differences in character due to variations in landform and vegetation that create some 
opportunities for accommodating development within this area. It should be noted that the appraisal of larger sites described 
here is based on a strategic overview only. Larger sites, particularly in areas of landscape complexity, may possess 
considerable variations in character and sensitivity and, where development potential has been identified, these should be 
subject to more detailed landscape and visual appraisal to identify the most suitable areas for development at a more detailed 
level.

Potential impacts
The site is only partially suitable due to potential access difficulties, contamination, ground stability (ex colliery and spoil tip) 
and physical gradients/slopes over much of site. The issue of open casting potential may also limit future development 
potential.
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Achievability summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the site would not be 
considered to be suitable. However, this site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing 
sites for development. There is no economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is 
agricultural, taking account of any community gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal 
development costs. The market should have substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this site has been 
assessed through the LDF and application process, so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium/long term.

Conclusion
The conclusion is that some areas may be suitable for development but not the whole area. Development of this size would need facilities and 
infrastructure of its own and should be treated as a new independent community. Sympathetic design should also be promoted due to the rural 
character of the area. The area of land closest to the urban settlement should be considered as a more deliverable site with the outer lying 
areas considered for development at a later stage. For developments of this size, we need to take account of some level of Public Open Space, 
roads, strategic landscaping etc. The conclusion is that some areas may be suitable for development but not the whole area. Development of 
this size would need facilities and infrastructure of its own and should be treated as a new independent community. Sympathetic design should 
also be promoted due to the rural character of the area. The area of land closest to the urban settlement should be considered as a more 
deliverable site with the outer lying areas considered for development at a later stage. For developments of this size, we need to take account of 
some level of Public Open Space, roads, strategic landscaping etc. Given the challenging landscape conditions and inappropriate scale of the 
current proposed site. Because of its location and characteristics, this site would be suitable for a mix of dwellings of about 200 units, in line with 
the Inspectors reccomendations. Work on site could commence about 2020, subject to the recovery of the housing market and further work 
being done on the suitability of the land with regard to the impact of open casting potential, contamination and ground stability.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
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Yield summary
In August 2005 the Inspector recommended that land be made available in the Polesworth/Dordon area for up to 425 dwellings to be provided in 
the period after 2007 but before 2011. He also gave a clear indication that of the potential sites for such a development within 
Polesworth/Dordon the site owned by UK Coal were the most suitable for development. The Council decided against accepting the Inspector’s 
recommendation. However, our landscape work and work done on the deliverability has shown that there are some opportunities for 
accommodating development within this area. To the north of the site there is a relatively level area of pasture lying at the foot of the ridge, 
contained to the north by existing development at St Helena. To the North west the site could assist with access to sites to the east and 
centrally within the site, most of it is inappropriate for development as it forms part of attractive countryside extending away from the settlement 
and contains ancient woodland. However, there is a strip of land to the north of the Hollies which could be suitable too. The southern edge of 
the site, whilst lying on the top of the slopes of the ridge,  is contained and not apparent from the east due to the screen provided by The 
Hollies; some development could be accommodated in this location without wider impact. This area could include a small sliver of land that 
appears well contained as part of an existing property, further to the east. We have made it clear that this site should not be developed in its 
entirety and that development too far to the east would be wholly inappropriate given its distance from the settlement, and its extension into 
open countryside. The northern part adjoins a well defined urban edge along St Helena Road and this should be retained as the settlement 
boundary

Final suggested yield: 200Final density: 1.27

Site plan
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Site ref
NWAR178

Settlement
Dordon

Local Authority
SLA 95

Site Address
DORDON SEWERAGE WORKS, DORDON

Site Area (ha)
2.18

Description of site
Ground slopes from NW to SE on site of old Sewage Treatment works so partially previously developed/Brownfield. Marshy 
area of reed beds at SE bottom of site adjacent drain to Penmire Brook. Site SLA80 surrounds the site., Site of small sewage 
treatment works with a narrow access onto Gypsy Lane immediately south of Dordon Roundabout. Visually prominent from A5, 
open to view, little boundary screening. Slopes from access point at NW corner down  to SE and shallow stream valley, 
Penmire Brook. Possible partial Brownfield classification?

Current/previous landuse
Mixed

Type of site
Mixed

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
The site offers a suitable location for development and would contribute to the creation of sustainable, mixed communities. 
However there are current physical constraints which need to be overcome before development can be progressed. These 
include; the site is not suitable for development in isolation and should be considered in conjunction with sites NWAR154/188. 
Currently the site has narrow access onto Gypsy Lane immediately south of Dordon Roundabout which would need 
improvement.

Availability summary
The agent confirms that this site is available for development. The landowner is considering promoting the site through the LDF 
process.

Policy restrictions

Physical constraints
Site of small sewage treatment works with a narrow access onto Gypsy Lane immediately south of Dordon Roundabout. 
Increased use of access may raise highway safety issues and potential contamination. Site within 250+m of hourly, Mon - Fri 
service /bus stop to Nuneaton; Hartshill; Mancetter; Atherstone; Grendon; Baddesley Ensor; Dordon; Polesworth; Tamworth; 
Lichfield 07:15 to 23:50.

Potential impacts
The Council have confirmed that there is a need for replacement sewage treatment plant.
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Achievability summary
•�Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the site would not 
be considered to be suitable. However, this site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward 
housing sites for development. There is no economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is 
agricultural, taking account of any community gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal 
development costs. The market should have substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this site has been 
assessed through the LDF and application process, so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium/long term.

Conclusion
Although the site (together with NWAR188/NWAR154) could be considered as an urban extension possibility, the site could not sustainably 
considered in isolation and therefore is also dependant on coming forward as part of a wider scheme with surrounding sites. Taking account of 
the character of the site and its surroundings, this site will is likely to be developed for medium density development typically comprising a mix of 
detached, semi detached and terraced dwellings. We need to take account of some level of Public Open Space, roads, strategic landscaping 
etc. Therefore we suggest that 95% of the land is likely to be developable for residential purposes. This results in a developable area of 2ha and 
a yield of approximately 70 dwellings. Due to the sites dependency on the other sites coming forward and the multiple landownership's involved 
with this, the site is likely to  be started in about 2015  and completed by 2017 , depending on the recovery of the housing market and decisions 
on locations for growth made though the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
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Yield summary
Final suggested yield: 70Final density: 32.15

Site plan
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Site ref
NWAR038

Settlement
Dordon

Local Authority
FD0320/ SLA 66A

Site Address
LAND AT LAUREL AVE/COMMON LANE

Site Area (ha)
1.04

Description of site
This site is a level site (gentle gradient) at end of existing estate road. Mature hedge bank screening around site which limit 
visual impact. Existing development on two sides. No physical constraints.

Current/previous landuse
Not known

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in principle 
for future housing potential, because of its accessibility to facilities, job opportunities and public transport, and because there 
are no insurmountable constraints. The site could contribute to the creation of a sustainable, mixed community. The site has 
existing development on 2 sides and is fairly well related to existing built area/form.

Availability summary
The owner confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. The owner has confirmed that the site will be promoted through the LDF process., IMMEDIATELY

Policy restrictions

Physical constraints
No bus route passes/adjoins site. 480m from pub, over 700m from hourly bus route and other services/facilities

Potential impacts
There is an ongoing issue regarding the potential impact on coal reserves below site and therefore development of sites east 
of Dordon/Polesworth will be resisted until clarification received that there will be no impact or effect on mineral reserves. 
Development in this location may also cause extra traffic flow through existing junctions, this may require further investigation 
at a later date.
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Achievability summary
This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no 
economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community 
gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal development costs. The market should have 
substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this site has been assessed through the LDF and application process, 
so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium/long term.

Conclusion
For developments of this size, we need to take account of some level of Public Open Space, roads, strategic landscaping etc. Given the 
challenging landscape conditions and inappropriate scale of the current proposed site, we therefore suggest that only 90% of the land is likely to 
be developable (0.93ha net). This results in a yield of approximately 28 dwellings if developed at about 30-35dph density, which would provide 
an appropriate mix of dwellings in this location. Therefore, because of its location and characteristics, this site would be suitable for a mix of 
dwellings of about 28 units which could be  started in about 2015  and completed by 2018 , subject to the recovery of the housing market, and 
further work being done on the suitability of the land with regard to the impact on coal reserves/ open cast potential, contamination and ground 
stability.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
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Yield summary
Final suggested yield: 28Final density: 26.87

Site plan
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Site ref
NWAR187

Settlement
Dordon

Local Authority
SLA 107

Site Address
LAND WEST OF DORDON

Site Area (ha)
75.69

Description of site
The site comprises a series of large open arable fields sloping gently NNE up from the M42 and A5 up to Dordon and 
Polesworth. Very few field boundaries or hedges and what there is sparse and minimal. The site is clearly visible from A5 and 
Tamworth boundaries. Birchmoor to north forms crest of hill/slope.

Current/previous landuse
Not known

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in principle 
for future housing potential, because of its accessibility to facilities, job opportunities and public transport, and because there 
are no insurmountable constraints. The site could contribute to the creation of a sustainable, mixed community. This site would 
be a major extension into open countryside and as such would not be developed in its entirety; there are substantial visual 
impact on views at important gateway into North Warwickshire from this site and development should not set a  precedent for 
infilling/developing land between Dordon and M42/Tamworth and Birchmoor.

Availability summary
The owner confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. The owner has confirmed that the site will be promoted through the LDF process.

Policy restrictions
No policy designation

Physical constraints
The site is considered to have some limited potential for minor extensions along existing Dordon development boundary, 
where existing development forms backdrop to views from the west. Although this area does not benefit from any landscape 
designations it is rural and agricultural in character and helps to set North Warwickshire in context. The open countryside 
provides a separation/ visual divide, between the continuous built character of Tamworth and the more rural nature of North 
Warwickshire. This separation should be retained/protected from encroachment. Site 450 to 500m+ from hourly, Mon - Fri 
service /bus stop to Nuneaton; Hartshill; Mancetter; Atherstone; Grendon; Baddesley Ensor; Dordon; Polesworth; Tamworth; 
Lichfield 07:15 to 23:50.

Potential impacts
The site is a large site extending from the settlement edge to the settlement of Birchmoor (not a study settlement) The site 
would not be suitable for development in entirety but could have potential for limited opportunities adjacent to the settlement 
edge. There could also be traffic impacts on the existing Polesworth/ Dordon hinterland. A new junction could be promoted if 
necessary.
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Achievability summary
This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no 
economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community 
gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal development costs. The market should have 
substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this site has been assessed through the LDF and application process, 
so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium/long term.

Conclusion
The area of land closest to the urban settlement should be considered as a more deliverable site at the present time.The site is therefore 
considered to have some limited potential for minor extensions along existing Dordon development boundary; any larger scale development 
would likely detrimentally impact heavily on the surrounding landscape character. For developments of this size, we need to take account of 
some level of Public Open Space, roads, strategic landscaping etc. Therefore we suggest that  20% of the land is likely to be developable for 
residential purposes (15.13 net developable area). This results in a yield of 450 dwellings if developed at 30-35dph. Because of its location and 
characteristics, this site would be suitable for a mix of dwellings of about 450 units likely to be started in about 2015  and completed by 2022, 
depending on the recovery of the housing market and decisions on locations for growth made though the LDF. There may also be potential for 
linkages to the sites  NWAR188/154/178 if they are pursued through the LDF process and other employment/leisure uses on sites 
NWAR186/189.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
civil proceedings. ©North Warwickshire Borough Council. Licence No. 100017910. 2009
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Site ref
NWAR188

Settlement
Dordon

Local Authority
SLA 35/ PS34

Site Address
GYPSY LANE DORDON

Site Area (ha)
16.57

Description of site
The site is subdivided by a rectangular block of woodland; the western part shares the same characteristics as site NWAR186, 
being only separated from it by a low hedge. The eastern part has a smaller scale character as it falls south towards Penmire 
Brook, an area that is distinctive with a large number of mature trees especially along Gypsy Lane which runs south of the A5 
and forms the eastern boundary. The vegetation assists with integrating the ribbon of houses that lie south of the A5, and just 
beyond the northern boundary. Large open farmland/pasture around property called the "Beanstalk". Site includes a smaller 
field/paddock and existing, operating playing fields/football ground. Slopes south west  from A5 towards Birch Coppice and 
surface water lagoons, which is partially screened from views from east/Gypsy Lane by strand of mature woodland at Holt 
Wood, running parallel to road.

Current/previous landuse
Agriculture

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
From the information available, the site is considered suitable for housing development in principle because of the 
characteristics of the site and its surrounding area. There are no known policy or physical constraints preventing development. 
Although development here would constitute major expansion into open countryside south of A5 and access off Gypsy Lane 
may have traffic flow implications for Dordon Roundabout. However, this could link with NWAR154/178 to form a wider site 
which could have potential for an urban extension in the medium to long term. Any development would need careful design or 
link with potential adjoining development area. No physical constraints to development. Some potential for future development 
as few planning constraints/landscape designations etc. on site., Potential link to Birch Coppice expansion or mixed use for 
housing, employment and open space.  Better relationship with existing development along A5 at  Dordon roundabout.

Availability summary
The agent has confirmed that the southern most section of the site will  be promoted for local employment through the LDF. 
The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development.

Policy restrictions

Physical constraints
The eastern part of the site is unsuitable for development in landscape terms as it would extend development into an area that 
forms part of the attractive countryside to the south and would relate poorly to the settlement. Whilst potentially the site could 
accommodate development, there would be a significant impact on the landscape and views; especially on the western edge.

Potential impacts
No public transport service along site boundary (Gypsy Lane). Site within 275 to 300+m of hourly, Mon - Fri service route/bus 
stop to Nuneaton; Hartshill; Mancetter; Atherstone; Grendon; Baddesley Ensor; Dordon; Polesworth; Tamworth; Lichfield 07:15 
to 23:50
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Achievability summary
•�This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no 
economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community 
gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal development costs. It is also considered that, given 
current and probable future sales prices, and alternative land values, the site is economically viable and the capacity of the developer to 
complete and sell the housing in the medium/long term in this area is good.

Conclusion
This site has some potential but due to the continuing issue of coalescence and required access improvements, development is unlikely to be 
progressed in the short/medium term. Although this site seems illogical in its direction, the  close proximity of housing in southern Dordon and 
proximity to employment at Birch Coppice could provide a link to the site to provide a location for Birch Coppice expansion or mixed use for 
housing, employment and open space.  The site would not come forward independently but as part of a wider scheme with NWAR188/178. For 
developments of this size, we need to take account of some level of Public Open Space, roads, strategic landscaping etc. Therefore we suggest 
that 50% of the land is likely to be developable for residential purposes. This results in a yield of  289 dwellings if developed at 35dph. Due to 
the dependency on coming forward as part of a wider area under multiple ownership, the site is likely to be started in about 2015  and 
completed by 2018 , depending on the recovery of the housing market and decisions on locations for growth made though the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
civil proceedings. ©North Warwickshire Borough Council. Licence No. 100017910. 2009
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Site ref
NWAR141

Settlement
Grendon

Local Authority
SLA 68

Site Address
MEADOW RISE GARDEN & PASTURE

Site Area (ha)
0.59

Description of site
This is a small garden and pasture site, accessed off narrow, private lane. The site slopes from SW down to NE, and is outside 
present development boundary.

Current/previous landuse
Amenity/open space

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in principle 
for future housing potential, because of its accessibility to facilities, job opportunities and public transport, and because there 
are no insurmountable constraints. The site could contribute to the creation of a sustainable, mixed community.  The site could 
form part of a larger site when combined with adjoining SLA 86 site, off Carts Lane. The site could independently or together 
with the adjacent site, form a natural extension to the village if a satisfactory, adoptable access road can be achieved.

Availability summary
The owner confirms that the site is available for development. The owner has confirmed that the site will be promoted through 
the LDF process.

Policy restrictions

Physical constraints
The private access drive may limit potential. 100m from hourly bus route/service,  to Tamworth, Nuneaton, Atherstone, Hams 
Hall, Coleshill Parkway and Town Centre to Birmingham, International Airport and Station, Mon to Sat (further from pick up 
point). Within 360m of library and 460m of village shop, 250 from recreation area/fields.

Potential impacts
The site should be landscaped and screened to minimise visual impact, particularly on views from north.
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Achievability summary
•�This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no 
economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community 
gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal development costs. The market should have 
substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this site has been assessed through the LDF and application process, 
so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium/long term. However, the issue of lack of adopted access to the site could potentially 
delay the start time.

Conclusion
Access may be an issue in achieving development and reasonable density, however, we consider this site still able to achieve a viable level of 
development here. For this development we need to take account of some level of access roads, strategic landscaping etc. Therefore we 
suggest that  90% of the land is likely to be developable for residential purposes. This results in a yield of 15 dwellings if developed at 30dph. 
Because of its location and small size, this site would be suitable for a mix of dwellings of about 15  units likely to be started in about 2011  and 
completed by 2012 , depending on the recovery of the housing market and decisions on locations for growth made though the LDF. The site 
would also preferably be bought forward with adjacent site, which has the potential to form a larger extension to the settlement.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
civil proceedings. ©North Warwickshire Borough Council. Licence No. 100017910. 2009
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Site ref
NWAR242

Settlement
Grendon

Local Authority
SLA 69(1A)

Site Address
LAND AT SPON LANE (INCLUDES ALLOTMENTS)

Site Area (ha)
12.93

Description of site
The site is a flat, mixed use site with allotments, private open space/pond and garden, small builders yard and parking/storage, 
outside present development boundary. Properties facing on to A5 appear to have access at rear across this site. Site heavily 
screened by tall hedge banks and Leylandii from surrounding countryside. Development along 2 sides. Access into site 
narrow, hemmed in by adjoining dwellings. Access via Spon Lane, avoiding need to access directly onto A5.

Current/previous landuse
Not known

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in principle 
for future housing potential, because of its accessibility to facilities, job opportunities and public transport, and because there 
are no insurmountable constraints. The site could contribute to the creation of a sustainable, mixed community. However, this 
site would constitute a major extension into open countryside in such a small settlement and as such would either have to be 
scaled down or would have to include community facilities and possibly retail/employment uses due to the current lack of these 
in the existing settlement.

Availability summary
The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. The agent has confirmed that the site will be promoted through the LDF process.

Policy restrictions

Physical constraints
A large arable field forms this site directly north and east of the above site. The field forms a low rounded ridge which assists 
with defining the limits of the settlement and containing the ribbon of houses along the A5 from the north; the northern and 
eastern boundaries are only defined by low hedges. Development within this field would be apparent in views from the 
approach from the north and would not be a sympathetic extension to the village.

Potential impacts
200m from hourly route/service to Tamworth, Nuneaton, Atherstone, Hams Hall, Coleshill Parkway and Town Centre to 
Birmingham, International Airport and Station, and service/route to Lichfield, Tamworth, Polesworth and Nuneaton, Mon to Sat. 
300m from known pick up point/bus stop.
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Achievability summary
This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no 
economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community 
gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal development costs. The market should have 
substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this site has been assessed through the LDF and application process, 
so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium term.

Conclusion
The site is considered suitable but the potential for such a large site to come forward is likely to be more long term. Furthermore, we feel there 
would be no benefit to the village in bringing the site forward until further work has been done about scale and community need. For 
developments of this size, we need to take account of some level of Public Open Space, roads, strategic landscaping etc. Therefore we suggest 
that  75% of the land is likely to be developable for residential purposes (9.6ha). This results in a yield of 290 dwellings if developed at 30dph. 
Because of its location and characteristics, this site would be suitable for a mix of dwellings of about 290 units likely to be started in about 2015  
and completed by 2020 , depending on the recovery of the housing market and decisions on locations for growth made though the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
civil proceedings. ©North Warwickshire Borough Council. Licence No. 100017910. 2009
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Site ref
NWAR164

Settlement
Grendon

Local Authority
SLA 86/ PS07

Site Address
LAND ADJ 9 CARTS LANE

Site Area (ha)
0.39

Description of site
This site was not accessible but appears to be occupied by scrub and a good number of trees (and may be of ecological value) 
with detached housing on most of three sides. Whilst the land is located on gently rising ground it appears to be well contained 
from the wider area due to the screening created by the woodlands – Black Ridding and Grendon Wood, both of which are 
ancient woodlands – to the north and east which help to integrate the edge of the settlement in this location.

Current/previous landuse
Not known

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
The site offers a suitable location for development and would contribute to the creation of sustainable, mixed communities. 
However there are current constraints which need to be overcome before development can be progressed. These include the 
access along the private road (Carts Lane) and gradient and any impact on trees. The site has potential as a minor extension 
to Baddesley/Grendon and could form a natural extension to the village if a satisfactory, adoptable access road can be 
achieved. Site could be landscaped and screened to minimise visual impact, particularly on views from north.

Availability summary
The owner confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. The owner has confirmed that the site will be promoted through the LDF process., IMMEDIATELY

Policy restrictions

Physical constraints
Access would appear to be a key constraint as the site appears to only be accessible off Boot Hill via Carts Lane which is 
narrow. Accessible from and to services within the village. 110m from hourly bus route/service,  to Tamworth, Nuneaton, 
Atherstone, Hams Hall, Coleshill Parkway and Town Centre to Birmingham, International Airport and Station, Mon to Sat 
(further from pick up point). Within 160m of library and 275m of village shop, 450 from recreation area/fields.

[Note – the whole tract of land between the two woods would appear to offer potential to accommodate development in this 
locality. A more comprehensive approach would allow for a more integrated solution and better access here].

Potential impacts
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Achievability summary
•�Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the site would not 
be considered to be suitable. However, this site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward 
housing sites for development. There is no economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is 
agricultural, taking account of any community gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal 
development costs. The market should have substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this site has been 
assessed through the LDF and application process, so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium/long term.

Conclusion
Because of its location and characteristics, and small scale, this site would be suitable for a mix of dwellings of about 10 units (25 dph). Access 
and gradient may be an issue in achieving development at reasonable density, however, adjoining development averages from 10/ha to 25/ha 
and it is considered that 25dph could be achieved here.  •�Due to the nature of the site and the fact that there are constraints to be overcome, it 
is thought probable that the site could come forward within the next 5-10 year time frame, but which could be started in about 2012  and 
completed by 2013 , depending on the recovery of the housing market and resolution of access issues.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
civil proceedings. ©North Warwickshire Borough Council. Licence No. 100017910. 2009
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Site ref
NWAR024

Settlement
Hartshill

Local Authority
PS30/SLA2/ SLA 122

Site Address
LAND RO/145 COLESHILL ROAD, ANSLEY

Site Area (ha)
1.78

Description of site
The site is part valley, part Greenfield site or scrub woodland, with some gardens/allotments. The Western edge comprises an 
old railway/mineral line, still used for access to rear of properties but largely overgrown. Site is surrounded on 3 sides by 
existing development/housing. The site is not particularly visually prominent.

Current/previous landuse
Mixed

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in principle 
for future housing potential, because of its accessibility to facilities, job opportunities and public transport. The site could 
contribute to the creation of a sustainable, mixed community.  However there are current physical constraints which need to be 
overcome before development can be progressed. These include vehicular access and topography. This site could form a 
potential extension to Hartshill with minimal visual impact and, if using access roads to north, would be unlikely to impact 
particularly detrimentally on traffic (levels of safety issues)

Availability summary
Despite the issue of multi ownership, the owners have indicated they are willing/seeking to develop it. The site is an potential 
candidate for early release due to a highly sustainable location. Site is accessible and the agent confirms that the site is 
available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could limit development. The agent also 
confirmed that the site will be promoted through the LDF process, and is available immediately, within the first 5 years.

Policy restrictions

Physical constraints
This area is very discreet lying to the rear of houses and largely surrounded by vegetation which is an intrinsic characteristic of 
this area; a small area of designated green space (woodland) lies on the northern edge. Important vegetation should be 
retained in any development proposal that comes forward. The site is 200m from hourly/two hourly route (6am - 6pm) to 
Nuneaton, Arley, Coleshill Parkway and TC and Birmingham International Airport, but 700m from pick up point.

Access appears to be readily available off Coleshill Road to the south.

Potential impacts
The site is not visually prominent. There is frontage onto Coleshill Road (B4114) but there may be need for access/visibility 
improvements.  Not easiest site to develop due to topography and access issues but there is possible access onto estate roads 
to north (Hazel Close/Laurel Drive/Silver Birch Close. The site is also fairly close to services in terms of Open Space (Hartshill 
Country Park – 850+m), schools (750-900m ) and retail services (250-300m)l within reasonable walking distances.
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Achievability summary
This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no 
economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community 
gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal development costs. The market should have 
substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this site has been assessed through the LDF and application process, 
so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium term. The site is therefore achievable subject to addressing the potential physical site 
constraints.

Conclusion
For developments of this size, we need to take account of some level of Public Open Space, roads, strategic landscaping etc. Therefore we 
suggest that 95 % of the land is likely to be developable for residential purposes. This results in a yield of  62 dwellings. •�Site suitable for low 
density development typically comprising a mix of semi detached and detached dwellings, and the suggested yield is 62 units. The surrounding 
development varies but the average/Range is approx 35 -30 units/ha. Taking account of the character of the site and its surroundings, this site 
could  be developed for about of 62 units at an average density of 35 dph which will provide an appropriate range of dwellings for the housing 
market in this location.
•�Due to the nature of the site and the fact that there are access/visibility constraints to be overcome, it is thought probable that the site could 
come forward within the next 5-10 year time frame, in line with considerations regarding multi ownership and the promotion of the site through 
the planning system and the recovery of the housing market and decisions on locations for growth made though the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
civil proceedings. ©North Warwickshire Borough Council. Licence No. 100017910. 2009
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Site ref
NWAR128

Settlement
Hartshill

Local Authority
SLA 52

Site Address
LAND AT HARTSHILL QUARRY

Site Area (ha)
26.49

Description of site
This is a very large site surrounding three sides of the largest of Hartshill Quarries; the quarry is redundant, with steep sides 
and contains deep water and is designated as a RIGS (Policy ENV 3). The edge of the quarry is followed by a right of way 
(part of the Quarryman’s Walk). The site is quite varied in nature and is well located on the edge of the settlement. Northern 
part comprises a discreet narrow pasture field, with the northern end extending to the edge of a smaller quarry and which is 
partially exposed with the hillside falling away to the north. Flat arable and pasture land running around the south western part. 
This is very well contained by the planting undertaken to screen the quarry and Snow Hill wood in the south western part which 
screens housing beyond, and abuts a large school complex. The south eastern part is dominated by scrub with a number of 
informal paths, with a playing field at the eastern end adjoining Nuneaton Road; housing lies to the north east and south. The 
site does contribute to varying degrees to the character of the settlement, and forms an attractive setting to the Holy Trinity 
church; a few scattered mature oak trees create a slight parkland character.

Current/previous landuse
Agriculture

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in principle 
for future housing potential, because of its accessibility to facilities, job opportunities and public transport, and because there 
are no insurmountable constraints. Public transport links are well provided and access is accessible from several points. The 
site could contribute to the creation of a sustainable, mixed community. The site would be most suited to a mixed residential, 
open space and leisure development. However, there may be issues of minerals sterilisation for any remaining hard rock 
reserves relating to the quarry and this may limit the developable area.  A lack of  main access point could be a limiting factor 
but there are several smaller opportunities.

Availability summary
The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. The agent has confirmed that the site will be promoted through the LDF process. 5 YEARS

Policy restrictions

Physical constraints
Overall a large part of the site does offer very considerable scope for the expansion of the settlement and there appear to be a 
number of potential points of access. However, the largest constraint may be the danger that the quarry presents. Only very 
recently there has been a fatality of a local teenager here and encouraging development closer to the quarry is very likely to 
meet with very significant concern. On the positive side it may be that such development could contribute to the enhancement 
of safety and accident prevention.

[NOTE – consider land swop with recreation ground s/w of Snow Hill wood?]

Potential impacts
Fairly well related to settlement and services, particularly schools and some retails facilities. Most of the southern and western 
edges of the site will be within 100m to 200m of regular bus routes to Nuneaton/Atherstone including hourly route to Nuneaton; 
Hartshill; Mancetter; Atherstone; Grendon; Baddesley Ensor; Dordon; Polesworth; Tamworth; Lichfield.
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Achievability summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the site would not be 
considered to be suitable. However, this site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing 
sites for development. There is no economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is 
agricultural, taking account of any community gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal 
development costs. It is also considered that, given current and probable future sales prices, and alternative land values, the site is economically 
viable and the capacity of the developer to complete and sell the housing in the medium/long term in this area is good.

Conclusion
This site offers an opportunity to create a large scale development incorporating open space, leisure uses and residential elements. As well as 
this, we need to take account of some level of land for roads, strategic landscaping etc. Therefore we suggest that approximately a third of the 
land is likely to be developable for residential purposes. This results in a net developable area of 8.8ha for residential use and a yield of 308 
dwellings if developed at 35dph. Due to the lack of certainty at the current time with regard to remaining hard rock reserves relating to the 
quarry, we suggest it would likely be started in about 2014  and completed by 2019, depending on the recovery of the housing market and 
decisions on locations for growth made though the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
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Site ref
NWAR145

Settlement
Hartshill

Local Authority
SLA 71

Site Address
LAND AT MOORWOOD LANE

Site Area (ha)
10.62

Description of site
This site is located on the northern side of a valley north of Ansley Common and comprises a matrix of woodland and open 
grasslands with a distinctive attractive character, crossed by a number of rights of way; two RIGS are located in the vicinity of 
Moor Wood all or part of which lie within the site. A group of redundant sheds lie in part of the site. The woodland is an 
important landscape feature in views along the valley and from the south/south west and appears long established with many 
mature trees; the intricate mosaic may be of significant ecological value. Part of site is a location of old quarry/mineral works 
and much of the former historic land has now naturalized and likely to be classed primarily as Greenfield.

Current/previous landuse
Mixed

Type of site
Mixed

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in principle 
for future housing potential. This is a very large site that is too large to be fully developed but could provide some limited 
development in appropriate areas bordering existing development boundary.

Availability summary
The owner confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. The owner is considering promoting the site through the LDF process.,

Policy restrictions

Physical constraints
Overall the site is considered unsuitable for development in landscape terms and access opportunities appear to be very 
limited, with the only realistic opportunity for any acceptable development being at the eastern end, just north of Moorwood 
Lane, where there are some discreet parcels of grassland/low scrub, and redundant sheds, that could be accessible off 
Mulberry Way and/or east end of Moorwood Lane without significant loss of vegetation. Between 500m to 1200m (depending 
on location within site area) of regular bus routes to Nuneaton/Atherstone including hourly route to Nuneaton; Hartshill; 
Mancetter; Atherstone; Grendon; Baddesley Ensor; Dordon; Polesworth; Tamworth; Lichfield.

Potential impacts
The site is accessible via Rowan Way/Ash Drive and Morwood Lane. There are no problems expected in achieving acceptable 
standard of access, however it not known if any ransom strips exist. The site is fairly well screened and not visually prominent. 
The land slopes gradually from north west to south east. There may be some land contamination issues from historic uses, but 
not considered a major restriction to development (Quarry/Brickworks uses).
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Achievability summary
•�This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no 
economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community 
gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal development costs. The market should have 
substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this site has been assessed through the LDF and application process, 
so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium/long term.

Conclusion
The site is too large to be fully developed but could provide some limited development in appropriate areas bordering existing development 
boundary. The Landscape Assessment recommends that only the eastern part of the site adjacent to the settlement would be suitable. This 
would also reduce the site area to a suitable scale for the settlement.  We also need to take account of some level of Public Open Space, roads, 
strategic landscaping etc. Therefore we suggest that  40% of the land is likely to be developable for residential purposes. This results in a yield 
of 127 dwellings if developed at 30dph. Because of its location and characteristics, this site would be suitable for a mix of dwellings of about 127 
units and could potentially be started in about 2013  and completed by 2016 , depending on the recovery of the housing market and decisions 
on locations for growth made though the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
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Site ref
NWAR208

Settlement
Hartshill

Local Authority
SLA 125

Site Address
LAND ADJ 14 ELM WAY, HARTSHILL

Site Area (ha)
0.33

Description of site
The site is a small meadow with several trees located within the site. Low Density development adjoining site, large properties 
in large gardens. The site is within walking distance from Hartshill Country Park and Recreation ground.

Current/previous landuse
Not known

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in principle 
for future housing potential, because of its accessibility to facilities, job opportunities and public transport, and because there 
are no insurmountable constraints. The site could contribute to the creation of a sustainable, mixed community. An increase in 
density could be achieved but would not at the expense of treed, natural character of site/area.

Availability summary
The agent confirms that the site is available for development. The access is under the control of another developer although 
the agent has confirmed that an agreement has been reached between the parties. The agent was not aware of any other legal 
or ownership problems which could limit development. The agent confirmed that the landowners are considering promoting the 
site through the LDF process., 5 YEARS

Policy restrictions

Physical constraints
Approx 625m of regular bus routes to Nuneaton/Atherstone including hourly route to Nuneaton; Hartshill; Mancetter; 
Atherstone; Grendon; Baddesley Ensor; Dordon; Polesworth; Tamworth; Lichfield.

Potential impacts
The site is in a sustainable location in terms of accessibility to services/facilities. 650 m from primary/secondary schools and 
shop/PO. 500 to 600m from regular Bus route (Atherstone/Nuneaton/Coventry). 750-800 m walking distance from Hartshill 
Country Park and Recreation ground. There are no known reasons or constraints beyond enabling access into site off Elm 
Way. There may be ransom strip issues. A tree survey will be required to see how many trees should be retained.
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Achievability summary
•�This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no 
economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community 
gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal development costs. The market should have 
substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this site has been assessed through the LDF and application process, 
so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium/long term.

Conclusion
This site provides a small infill opportunity which is very sustainable. We suggest that  100% of the land is likely to be developable for residential 
purposes. This results in a yield of 10 dwellings if developed at 30dph. Because of its location and characteristics, this site would be suitable for 
a mix of dwellings of about  10 units. Due to its small scale the site is could be started in about 2011 and completed by 2012 , depending on the 
recovery of the housing market and decisions on locations for growth made though the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
civil proceedings. ©North Warwickshire Borough Council. Licence No. 100017910. 2009
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Site ref
NWAR207

Settlement
Hartshill

Local Authority
SLA 124

Site Address
LAND AT MOORWOOD LANE

Site Area (ha)
2.89

Description of site
This site lies to the south of Moorwood Lane and is an area of scattered scrub and rough, horse-grazed land and forms part of 
the more open valley floor. Development in most of this site would be unsympathetic in landscape and visual terms, extending 
development westwards from where it is currently filtered and screened by vegetation.  The site is part previously 
developed/part Greenfield site.  There are scrub pasture/fields and woodland with some agricultural/storage uses on site and 
some improved pasture. Slopes gradually from north west to south east., Part pdl part Greenfield site.  Scrub pasture/fields 
and woodland with some agricultural/storage uses on site and some improved pasture

Current/previous landuse
Mixed

Type of site
Mixed

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, this is a large site that could provide some development potential off 
Rowan Way/Ash Drive. The site is too large to be developed in total but could provide some limited development in appropriate 
areas bordering existing development boundary and development at the Bloors site. The Council have confirmed that there are 
no major access issues and the site could come forward as part of a larger site with NWAR145. The site has potential for some 
element of employment if part of this wider site. The site is fairly well screened and not  visually prominent site. The site east of 
Woodside House has no agricultural use as it is part of the old slab works (Brownfield); mature trees surround the site and it is 
sheltered by railway bank from Coleshill Road.

Availability summary
The agent confirms that the site is available for development. The agent was not aware of any  legal or ownership problems 
which could limit development. The agent confirmed that the landowners are considering promoting the site through the LDF 
process., 5 - 10 YEARS

Policy restrictions
The site is located outside of the settlement boundary.

Physical constraints
There may be scope to accommodate a very small amount of development without significant wider impact at the very eastern 
end of the site where there is a small paddock that is reasonably contained by vegetation but access may preclude this; the 
trees should be retained. Between 500m to 700+m (depending on location within site area) of regular bus routes to 
Nuneaton/Atherstone including hourly route to Nuneaton; Hartshill; Mancetter; Atherstone; Grendon; Baddesley Ensor; 
Dordon; Polesworth; Tamworth; Lichfield.

Potential impacts
There may be some land contamination issues from historic uses, but not considered a major restriction to development 
(Quarry/Brickworks uses). The site is accessible via Rowan Way/Ash Drive and Morwood Lane. No problems expected in 
achieving acceptable standard of access.
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Achievability summary
This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no 
economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community 
gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal development costs. The market should have 
substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this site has been assessed through the LDF and application process, 
so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium/long term.

Conclusion
The site could come forward as part of a larger site with NWAR145. However, if the site came forward independently, the site would be too large 
to be developed in total and would be more likely to provide some limited development in appropriate areas bordering existing development 
boundary. This makes it difficult to determine clear densities and yields but given the characteristics of the surrounding a density of 30-35 per ha 
would be appropriate. For developments of this size, we also need to take account of roads, strategic landscaping etc. Therefore we suggest 
that the site (if coming forward independently) could see 20% of the land developable (0.57ha)  for residential purposes. This results in a yield of 
18 dwellings if developed at 30dph. Due to the small scale, the site could be started in about 2011  and completed by 2012 , depending on the 
recovery of the housing market and decisions on locations for growth made though the LDF. The site could yield more development if the site 
were linked to development at NWAR145 and therefore should be closely monitored for increased future potential. The landowner has also 
expressed a willingness to accommodate affordable housing through the consultation process.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
civil proceedings. ©North Warwickshire Borough Council. Licence No. 100017910. 2009
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Site ref
NWAR119

Settlement
Kingsbury

Local Authority
SLA 40

Site Address
LAND ADJ RALPH CRESCENT

Site Area (ha)
16.91

Description of site
This is a large site wrapping around the north western side of the settlement. The largest part of the site lies to the north, 
located on the northern end of a low ridge that extends south through much of the settlement. The land appears to be 
unmanaged and there is evidence of widespread informal access. The River Tame forms the north west boundary.  The 
existing housing within the Kingsway estate to the south forms a harsh prominent edge with rear gardens backing on to the 
site. This part of the site, with existing development beyond, is apparent in the approach along the A51 and from the M42 that 
lies just to the north.   The site wraps around existing residential development and approximately 10% of the site is affected by 
potential flooding/flood plain at NW boundary of site. The site lies within the greenbelt.

Current/previous landuse
Agriculture

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, part of the site could be considered 
suitable in principle for future housing potential, because of its accessibility to facilities, job opportunities and public transport, 
and because there are no insurmountable constraints. The site could contribute to the creation of a sustainable, mixed 
community. The site is a very large site and as stated by the Landscape Assessment, is only partially suitable for development 
and would most likely include other uses such as employment opportunities and community facilities. The Green Belt status is 
an issue but sensitive design and limited scale of development could overcome any concerns.

Availability summary
The owner confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. The owner is considering promoting the site through the LDF process., 5 YEARS

Policy restrictions
ENV2: Within Green Belts the primary aim is to maintain the open nature of the area, and there is a general presumption 
against development that is inappropriate to a rural area, except in very special circumstances.

Physical constraints
The site is well located to the school, and the settlement centre. Access appears to be more straightforward than this other site 
although pylons and localised areas of flood risk impose some constraint. This northern part of the site is therefore considered 
suitable for development and would offer an opportunity to create a more attractive northern edge of the settlement perhaps 
combined with an era of significant open space to assist with softening the edge in views from the M42. Any proposals should 
seek to retain and reinforce the generally tree-lined character of the River Tame with extensive new planting. The western part 
of the site, west of the housing estate, is a ribbon of land that defines the eastern edge of the River Tame. North of Kingsbury 
Hall is the centre of a Conservation Area that also contains a Scheduled Ancient Monument. The majority of the area contains 
a good level of vegetation that integrates the existing edge of the settlement that adjoins it and is also indicated as being at risk 
of flooding; it should therefore not come forward for development. However, it does have potential to form part of an integrated 
area of green infrastructure that would connect to open space in the developable northern part of the site and provide a good 
connection with the school.  The eastern edge of the site is within 50-100m of service to Tamworth every 1.5hrs approx. Only 8 
trips per day Mon-Sat. Site also between 200 and 800m (depending on site area)  approx from pick up point for hourly service 
route serving Birmingham and/or International Airport - Curdworth - Hurley - Kingsbury - Tamworth

Potential impacts
10% of site affected by potential flooding/flood plain at north west boundary of the site. No significant physical constraints to 
development.  Good potential access frontage onto Tamworth Road or into adjacent estate development (may require 
acquiring house site for demolition). Area adjoining bank of River Tame difficult to access but not impossible subject to 
acquiring property to demolish or land from Kingsbury School. Very large site and only partially suitable for development.
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Achievability summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the site would not be 
considered to be suitable. However, this site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing 
sites for development. There is no economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is 
agricultural, taking account of any community gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal 
development costs. It is also considered that, given current and probable future sales prices, and alternative land values, the site is economically 
viable and the capacity of the developer to complete and sell the housing in the medium/long term in this area is good.

Conclusion
For developments of this size, we need to take account of some level of Public Open Space, roads, strategic landscaping etc. The Landscape 
Assessment also recommends that only the northern part of the site is  considered suitable for development,  combined with an era of 
significant open space to assist with softening the edge in views from the M42. It also states that any proposals should seek to retain and 
reinforce the generally tree-lined character of the River Tame with extensive new planting. The southern part of the site is not considered 
developable due to flood constraint.  This results in a developable area of approximately 8.4ha, and if developed at 35dph, would yield 295 
dwellings. Because of its characteristics and the issues with flooding, this site would be suitable for a mix of dwellings of about 300 units likely to 
be started in about 2014  and completed by 2020  depending on the recovery of the housing market and decisions on locations for growth made 
though the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
civil proceedings. ©North Warwickshire Borough Council. Licence No. 100017910. 2009
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Site ref
NWAR029

Settlement
Kingsbury

Local Authority
PS32/FD0837/SLA 10

Site Address
LAND AT TAMWORTH ROAD, KINGSBURY

Site Area (ha)
7.89

Description of site
The site consists of a moderately sized open arable field located in a low lying area between the northern edge of the 
settlement, which is locally prominent, and the M42. The landform and other features form a discreet bowl within the 
landscape; vegetation alongside the motorway and to the north contains views from that aspect and the embankment of the 
A51 Tamworth Road to the west, with related vegetation, also contains the site. The northern boundary is formed by a small 
ditch line with smaller arable fields and an area of rough ground lying to the north extending the M42 and there is scope to 
incorporate this land within the site. Main part of the site is fairly flat pasture land with marshes in some areas.  Road frontage 
onto Tamworth Road along the western boundary - fairly narrow and considerably higher than site ground level., Main site 
fairly flat pasture land. Possibly a little marshy in some areas.  Road frontage onto Tamworth Road (western boundary) is fairly 
narrow and considerably higher than site ground level.

Current/previous landuse
Agriculture

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site is not considered suitable. However, from the information available, part of the site is considered suitable in principle for 
future housing potential, because of its accessibility to facilities, job opportunities and public transport. However there are 
constraints which need to be addressed before development can be progressed such as sufficient access and noise concerns. 
The future potential limited due to the sites location within the green belt.

Availability summary
The  agent confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. The agent confirmed that the landowner is promoting the site through the LDF process., IMMEDIATELY

Policy restrictions
The site is adjacent to the development boundary. ENV2: Within Green Belts the primary aim is to maintain the open nature of 
the area, and there is a general presumption against development that is inappropriate to a rural area, except in very special 
circumstances.

Physical constraints
The site is suitable for development in landscape/visual terms and new development would provide an opportunity to create a 
more sensitive edge to the settlement here. The M42 would provide a suitable defined boundary for a realigned boundary of 
the Green Belt. Access, which only appears to be available off the elevated A51, an area of flood risk, and the pylons that 
cross the site are constraints. The site is within 100m of service to Tamworth every 1.5hrs approx. Only 8 trips per day Mon-
Sat. Site also approx 1km from pick up point for hourly service route serving Birmingham and/or International Airport - 
Curdworth - Hurley - Kingsbury - Tamworth

Potential impacts
Approximately 10% of the site is potentially affected by flooding. No other major obstacles to development, except access 
constraints - road frontage onto Tamworth Road - fairly narrow and considerably higher than site ground level.  May restrict 
access potential off Tamworth Rd unless adj land for visibility splays etc available and major gradient works required. Backs 
onto existing estate development which enables opportunity for alternative access route although this may include the 
demolition of a dwelling to realise such an access. The eastern edge of site lies adjacent to the railway line and within 400m of 
Kingsbury Oil depot (Brownfield Issues). The M42 is located to the north creating a potential noise impact.
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Achievability summary
This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no 
economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community 
gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal development costs. The market should have 
substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this site has been assessed through the LDF and application process, 
so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium term. The site is therefore achievable subject to addressing the potential access and 
flood constraints, and having sufficient regards to the greenbelt designation.

Conclusion
For developments of this size, we need to take account of some level of Public Open Space, roads, strategic landscaping etc. Additionally, 10% 
is affected by flooding and therefore not developable. Therefore we suggest that  75% of the land is likely to be developable for residential 
purposes (5.9ha). This results in a yield of 236 dwellings. Because of its location and characteristics, this site would be suitable for a mix of 
dwellings of about  236 units likely to be started in the second timeframe, about 2013  and completed by 2019 , depending on the recovery of 
the housing market,  sufficient access being resolved and decisions on locations for growth made though the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
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Site ref
NWAR220

Settlement
Kingsbury

Local Authority
SLA 139

Site Address
LAND AT COV RD, KINGSBURY

Site Area (ha)
0.79

Description of site
This site is a long, narrow site, tree'd with low storage shed which appears to be a farm building at centre of site. There is a 
stream along southern boundary and the eastern end lies within flood plain of Tame valley.

Current/previous landuse
Not known

Type of site
Brownfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in principle 
for future housing potential, because of its accessibility to facilities, job opportunities and public transport. The suitability is 
somewhat constrained by both potential flooding and green belt designation, however, sensitive development could resolve 
these concerns.

Availability summary
The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. The owners intend to promote the site through the LDF process.

Policy restrictions
ENV2: Within Green Belts the primary aim is to maintain the open nature of the area, and there is a general presumption 
against development that is inappropriate to a rural area, except in very special circumstances.

Physical constraints
There is a substantial flood risk area on the eastern edge of site, however, this is not considered an absolute constraint to 
development and access could be gained via alternative access points on site. Further work will need to be done on the 
necessary flood compensation/mitigation required and the viability assessed subsequently.

Potential impacts
Adjoins hourly route, Mon Sat to Birmingham - Curdworth - Hurley - Kingsbury - Tamworth. Nearest bus stop approx 100m to 
200m away.
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Achievability summary
This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no 
economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community 
gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal development costs. The market should have 
substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this site has been assessed through the LDF and application process, 
so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium/long term.

Conclusion
The site is a relatively small scale site, which is subject to flooding on a small area and should be developed at low density given its greenbelt 
location. For developments of this size, we also need to take account of roads, strategic landscaping etc. Therefore we suggest that 85 % of the 
land is likely to be developable for residential purposes (0.67ha). This results in a yield of  20 dwellings if developed at 30dph. Because of the 
small scale and appropriate existing access, the site could likely be started in about 2011  and completed by 2013 , depending on the recovery 
of the housing market and decisions on locations for growth made though the LDF. Sites with potential at this early stage will be subject to 
further detailed assessment during the progression towards the allocation stage through the LDF. This will include a reassessment of the sites 
greenbelt function and the character of the buildings on site.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
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Site ref
NWAR247

Settlement
Mancetter

Local Authority
PS45(2)

Site Address
LAND OFF OLD FARM ROAD, MANCETTER

Site Area (ha)
0.81

Description of site
Site 247 is a small grass field (currently grazed by deer) and which is visually discreet within the wider landscape although it is 
more apparent from higher land to the south west where it does contribute to the overall green setting of the settlement. It is 
contained from the north by the large residential estate off Manor Road, and access is potentially good off Old Farm Road. The 
eastern boundary abuts a Scheduled Ancient Monument (SAM), and appears to be defined by a strong hedgerow. The railway 
line forms the south western boundary.

Current/previous landuse
Not known

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in principle 
for future housing potential. This provides a good development opportunity. The site is well related to existing settlement with 
firm development boundary to south west created by WCML.  Avoid access to Quarry Lane if possible.  May also be need for 
open space improvements/additions, ALLOTMENTS/ HOUSING, Presently under lease from the council to private owner.  
Maybe legal constraints to development that need investigating.  Otherwise site suitable and easily achievable. Main access to 
site should be to the North onto Old Farm Road.  Access to South -poor in terms of visibility, capacity and junction onto 
B4111., Good site. Well related to existing settlements with firm development boundary to south west created by WCML.  
Avoid access to Quarry Lane if possible.  May also be need for open space improvements/additions

Availability summary
The Council confirm that the site is available for development, however, the site is currently leased and there may be legal 
constraints to development which may result in minor delays. The Council anticipate that the site could  accommodate 32 
dwellings.

Policy restrictions
Adjacent to a Scheduled Ancient Monument.

Physical constraints
A very well considered development may be acceptable here, subject to further analysis of the setting of the SAM and the 
Conservation Area. A combination of development within both sites NWR245 and 247, would lead to the Conservation Area 
being surrounded largely by new development, the cumulative impact of which may be considered unacceptable.

Potential impacts
Possible heritage constraints as site adjoins ancient monument site. Main access to site should be to the North onto Old Farm 
Road. 300m from bus stop. 3 times a day.
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Achievability summary
•�This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no 
economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community 
gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal development costs. The market should have 
substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this site has been assessed through the LDF and application process, 
so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium/long term.

Conclusion
This site is considered a suitable new location for development, on the basis that development here is designed sensitively with regard to the 
SAM adjacent. For developments of this size, we also need to take account of some level of Public Open Space, roads, strategic landscaping 
etc. Therefore we suggest that 95 % of the land is likely to be developable for residential purposes (0.79ha). This results in a yield of 27 
dwellings. Because of the relatively small scale and lack of constraint physically, the site is likely to be started in about 2011  and completed by 
2013 , depending on the design being suitable. The development will also be dependant on the recovery of the housing market and decisions on 
locations for growth made though the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
civil proceedings. ©North Warwickshire Borough Council. Licence No. 100017910. 2009
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Final suggested yield: 27Final density: 33.24
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Site ref
NWAR244

Settlement
Mancetter

Local Authority
PS46

Site Address
LAND AT NUNEATON ROAD, MANCETTER

Site Area (ha)
3.02

Description of site
This site consists of an arable field that slopes southwards from the local high point upon which the historic part of Mancetter 
(a Conservation Area) is located. The edge of the existing settlement is moderately contained and discreet within the wider 
landscape, being softened by vegetation with the church appearing above trees. This vegetation helps to define the southern 
limit of the built up area and new development in this moderately open field could appear as protrusion into the countryside 
beyond this edge. The site is adjoined to the north by some more recent detached houses but these are softened to some 
degree by vegetation when seen from outside the site. Detached houses in large gardens form the frontage with the B411 
Nuneaton Road. The southern boundary is defined by a small area of woodland and trees which follow a small brook; the 
western edge is bordered by the railway.

Current/previous landuse
Agriculture

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in principle 
for future housing potential, because of its accessibility to facilities, job opportunities and public transport, and because there 
are no insurmountable constraints. The site could contribute to the creation of a sustainable, mixed community. Site is suitable 
for some housing although constitutes a large extension into open countryside.  However, the site is well contained by the 
railway line and screened by WCML, the site is also well contained by the tree'd stream valley and the existing development to 
the North.

Availability summary
The owner or agent confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems 
which could limit development.

Policy restrictions
Adjacent to a Scheduled Ancient Monument.

Physical constraints
It would appear that access could only be achieved off the B4111 through the field to the south (site NWAR245), and that the 
site is remote from higher level facilities. Notwithstanding these shortcomings , and if there are no more suitable sites 
available, the site has some potential to accommodate a well designed and low density type of development, which would 
provide opportunities to extend tree cover through the development to reflect the character of the existing settlement. The 
existing vegetation that forms the southern boundary should be retained and managed and new planting provided along the 
railway boundary.

Potential impacts
Large site extending into open countryside would need careful design and open space.  Density likely to be reduced to 30 -
35ha due to low density adjoining development and Conservation Area character. May be need for archaeological 
assessment.  Main constraints are access and service road capacity and design. Gradient should not be an issue. 300 m to 
bus stop.  Buses approx every half hour Mon - Fri
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Achievability summary
This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no 
economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community 
gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal development costs. The market should have 
substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this site has been assessed through the LDF and application process, 
so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium/long term.

Conclusion
This site could be suitable for development independently, or as part of a wider scheme with NWAR247. The site has been included as having 
potential at this preliminary stage, based upon the conclusions of the Landscape Appraisal work carried out for the purposes of this study.  Sites 
with potential at this early stage will be subject to further detailed assessment and further work through the LDF process. Conclusions regarding 
the suitability of the site will be reassessed at this point. For developments of this size, we need to take account of some level of Public Open 
Space, roads, strategic landscaping etc. Therefore we suggest that 85 % of the land is likely to be developable for residential purposes (2.5ha). 
This results in a yield of  90 dwellings if developed at 35dph. Given its scale and lack of constraint, the site could likely be started in about 2012 
and completed by 2015 , depending on the recovery of the housing market and decisions on locations for growth made though the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
civil proceedings. ©North Warwickshire Borough Council. Licence No. 100017910. 2009
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Site ref
NWAR007

Settlement
Mancetter

Local Authority
SLA 120/PS03/FD0843

Site Address
LAND AT WESTWOOD ROAD/HERRING ROAD

Site Area (ha)
0.80

Description of site
This is flat, triangular area of rough grassland and trees/shrubs, which is no longer in agricultural use.  The land is effectively 
used as informal open space with footpath across site from existing adjoining housing development, enabling access to the 
canal and "outwoods". The site is accessible via Herring Road serving recent housing development (site of former factory)

Current/previous landuse
Amenity/open space

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in principle 
for future housing potential, because of its accessibility to facilities, job opportunities and public transport, and because there 
are no insurmountable constraints. The site could contribute to the creation of a sustainable, mixed community. The site is 
within walking distance of retail and employment opportunities. The development potential here is limited but none the less, the 
site could provide a small infill opportunity which would link well with the existing development to the north west and make use 
of currently unused land. There are current vehicular access and sewerage constraints which need to be overcome before 
development can be progressed, however the principle of development here is supported and furthermore, the site was 
originally included in the application for adjoining development, on the site of an old factor. This area was subsequently 
withdrawn from that proposal but only on the principle that it was outside the development boundary. It was stated at the time 
that any future development of the site would need to address these issues and make provision for landscaping, screening 
along the canal boundary and maintain the footpath link to the towpath.
Availability summary
The developer has confirmed that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems 
which could limit development. The developer also confirmed that the site will be promoted through the LDF process., 
IMMEDIATELY

Policy restrictions

Physical constraints
There have been objections from Highways Dept against further development accessing Westwood Road due to poor junction 
with Coleshill Road and the capacity of the road itself. Sewer capacity has also been raised as an issue for further 
development. No bus route adjoins/passes the site. Nearest regular bus route approx 700m away with the Bus station and 
Town centre amenities/services approx 1km away. Access across railway footbridge  to east gives access to open space and 
industrial estate at Mancetter, 300m and 150m respectively.

Potential impacts
Issues including access, sewerage and archaeological/environmental grounds (ridge and furrow) which need to be addressed. 
These issues require the provision for landscaping, screening along the canal boundary and maintain the footpath link to the 
towpath.
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Achievability summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the site would not be 
considered to be suitable. This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for 
development. There is no economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural, taking 
account of any community gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal development costs. The 
market should have substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this site has been assessed through the LDF and 
application process, so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium term.

Conclusion
For developments of this size, we need to take account of some level of Public Open Space, roads, strategic landscaping etc. Additionally, this 
site requires access improvements and landscaping for screening.  Therefore we suggest that 75% of the land is likely to be developable for 
residential purposes. This results in a net developable figure of 0.6ha and a yield of 24 dwellings at 40dph. Because of its location and 
characteristics, and its relatively small size, this site could be suitable for a mix of dwellings of about 24 units likely to be started in about 2011  
and completed by 2012 , depending on the recovery of the housing market and decisions on locations for growth made though the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
civil proceedings. ©North Warwickshire Borough Council. Licence No. 100017910. 2009
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Site ref
NWAR003

Settlement
New Arley

Local Authority
PS08

Site Address
LAND AT NEW ARLEY

Site Area (ha)
45.31

Description of site
This is a large and complex site that comprises several arable fields, defined by hedges, on the southern side of New Arley, 
with a smaller field adjoining the eastern end of the village. The northern field of the main parcel is large where several fields 
have been amalgamated, and adjoins the southern edge of housing which forms a generally harsh interface with the 
countryside, whilst the woodland of Astley Gorse provides good containment to the east. The land then falls south westwards, 
gently at first, forming the head of a valley with higher land on both sides, and which becomes more open to the south west. 
Free standing and mature hedgerow oak trees are a particular characteristic of the whole area and provide a very substantial 
contribution to the integration of the built up area within the wider landscape. Woodland and tree groups are significant 
landscape features around an apparently derelict farmstead and adjoining church (being converted to a community centre), 
adjoining a school and recreation ground which forms the southern edge of the settlement along the central northern part of 
the site boundary.  Slopes gradually away from road from North to South into small stream valley. Land surrounds St Michaels 
Church, Arley Junior School and recreation ground. Adjoins existing development boundary and housing at Gun Hill, 
Sycamore Crescent and across road from Spring Hill.

Current/previous landuse
Agriculture

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
The site has future potential but not at the submitted scale as it is far too large for development in its entirety in this location. 
•�Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore 
the site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in 
principle for future housing potential, because of its accessibility to facilities, job opportunities and public transport, and 
because there are no insurmountable constraints. The site could contribute to the creation of a sustainable, mixed community.

Availability summary
The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. The agent has confirmed that the site will be promoted through the LDF process., 

Policy restrictions
ENV2: Within Green Belts the primary aim is to maintain the open nature of the area, and there is a general presumption 
against development that is inappropriate to a rural area, except in very special circumstances. Parish Plan prioritises green 
space protection, green belt protection.

Physical constraints
Whilst the site lies within Green Belt the northern part of the main parcel of land offers an opportunity to accommodate well 
designed development that is well related to the village facilities yet is visually discreet within the wider landscape. Part of the 
settlement edge in this location is also poorly integrated and new development can be used to create more appropriate long 
term edge. There is scope to reinforce the hedge line that defines the large field south of the settlement and extend this to link 
with Astley Gorse to provide enclosure and a new strong edge to the green belt. The site adjoins or is within 100m an hourly to 
two hourly service, Mon to Sat between Nuneaton, Coleshill Parkway Station, Birmingham International airport. Approx 300-
450m+ from pick up point.

The central and western parts are more exposed and development in this location has the potential to be widely perceived as a 
substantial encroachment into open countryside with significant adverse landscape and visual effects.

The field at the eastern end of the village is most suitable for accommodating development; it relates well to the settlement 
which forms a prominent edge yet the field is quite well contained to the north (where there is a recreation ground); new 
strategic planting along the eastern side of the field could connect Astley Gorse with Gorsy Spinney to contain the site from the 
countryside that falls gently away to the east and define the new limit of the green belt.

Potential impacts
Although physically there are no constraints to development the site is not suitable for development in its entirety. The site is 
not particularly well related to the existing settlement pattern, but could help to form a new south eastern extension, should the 
LDF decide this is a suitable location for growth. Future potential is  likely to be on a limited scale  due to the Green belt status 
of the land.
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Achievability summary
Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the site would not be considered to be suitable. However, the site is 
adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no economic 
reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community gain 
package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal development costs. The market should have 
substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this site has been assessed through the LDF and application process, 
so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium term.

Conclusion
For developments of this size, we need to take account of some level of Public Open Space, roads, strategic landscaping etc. Therefore we 
suggest that 5% of the land is likely to be developable for residential purposes. This results in a net developable figure of 2.2ha and a yield of 67 
dwellings at 30dph. Because of its location and characteristics, this site would be suitable for a mix of dwellings of about 67 units likely to be 
started in about 2013  and completed by 2016 , depending on the recovery of the housing market and decisions on locations for growth made 
though the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
civil proceedings. ©North Warwickshire Borough Council. Licence No. 100017910. 2009
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Yield summary
Final suggested yield: 67Final density: 1.48
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Site ref
NWAR072

Settlement
Polesworth

Local Authority
SLA 129/FD0878/0918

Site Address
SITE EAST OF POOLEY LANE, POLESWORTH

Site Area (ha)
2.75

Description of site
The site extends between Pooley Lane which runs along the ridge top on the west side of the Anker valley and the canal; 
recent development has been cut into the slopes to the south. The site comprises open pastureland/field dropping east of 
Pooley Lane steeply to the Coventry Canal. The site is outside present development boundary and partially screened from 
Polesworth and canal by Mature woodland along the canal embankment. There is existing housing development to south of 
site and access to site is off Pooley Lane. The junction with B5000 has poor visibility to the west due to gradient and crest of 
hill approx 100m from junction; this may raise issues of highway safety due to traffic speeds on B5000.

Current/previous landuse
Agriculture

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in principle 
for future housing potential, because of its accessibility to facilities, job opportunities and public transport, and because there 
are no wholly insurmountable constraints. The site could contribute to the creation of a sustainable, mixed community. The site 
would be most suitable for a possible small mixed use development, including some employment opportunities.  Existing 
access is would have to be improved and it is likely that only part of the site will be suitable as an extension to Polesworth.

Availability summary
The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. The agent has confirmed that the site will be promoted through the LDF process.

Policy restrictions

Physical constraints
Due to its prominence and despite some screening provided by vegetation on the lower slopes, development across much of 
the site is unlikely to be appropriate due to the elevated and exposed nature of the land. However,  if some limited 
development were to be cut in so that it was below the ridgeline with the ridgeline protected some development may be 
acceptable. It appears that access would need to be off Pooley Lane, which is of single track past the site and this may be a 
constraint on the site coming forward. Within 225m of route and 400m from pick up point for hourly service to Nuneaton, 
Hartshill, Mancetter, Atherstone, Tamworth, Lichfield

Potential impacts
Site lies above floodplain and although visible from east site it lies just outside main built up area for Polesworth
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Achievability summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the site would not be 
considered to be suitable. However, this site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing 
sites for development. There is no economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is 
agricultural, taking account of any community gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal 
development costs. It is also considered that, given current and probable future sales prices, and alternative land values, the site is economically 
viable and the capacity of the developer to complete and sell the housing in the medium/long term in this area is good.

Conclusion
For developments of this size, we need to take account of some level of Public Open Space, roads, strategic landscaping etc. The Landscape 
Assessment also recommends that only part of the site is developed due to visibility issues and access. Therefore we suggest that 75% of the 
land is likely to be developable for residential purposes (2ha). Adjoining development ranges up to around 35+/ha density but due to the sites 
visibility issues,  open character and gradient to the canal, we suggest that the site would most suitably be developed at no more than 30dph; 
this results in a yield of  60 dwellings. Because of its location and characteristics, and the requirement for access improvements, this site would 
be suitable for a mix of dwellings of about 60 units likely to be started in about 2013  and completed by 2015, depending on the recovery of the 
housing market and decisions on locations for growth made though the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
civil proceedings. ©North Warwickshire Borough Council. Licence No. 100017910. 2009
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Final suggested yield: 60Final density: 21.83
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Site ref
NWAR201

Settlement
Water Orton

Local Authority
SLA 116

Site Address
LAND OFF PLANK LANE/ ADJOINING B'HAM RD, W/O

Site Area (ha)
9.56

Description of site
This site is well located to village facilities and comprises a patchwork of small rectilinear pasture fields (which may be have 
some historic landscape value) defined by tall hedgerows, with a good number of trees. The land slopes gently towards a low 
point in the central part of the site and, by virtue of the vegetation cover, is very discreet within the wider landscape. It is 
separated from the more open land to the south and west by Plank Lane which could form the new settlement boundary. A 
right of way runs close to the eastern boundary. Flat, Greenfield pasture land, mixed cattle and horse grazing. Mature hedge 
banks and trees screen/border and subdivide the site. No physical constraints to development.

Current/previous landuse
Not known

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
Not known

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in principle 
for future housing potential, because of its accessibility to facilities, job opportunities and public transport, and because there 
are no insurmountable constraints. The site could contribute to the creation of a sustainable, mixed community, possibly 
including some element of leisure. The site is extremely well linked to the settlement but the site does have potential for 
ecological and environmental value which could be sensitive to development.

Availability summary
The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. The agent has confirmed that the site will be promoted through the LDF process., 5 - 10 YEARS

Policy restrictions
ENV2: Within Green Belts the primary aim is to maintain the open nature of the area, and there is a general presumption 
against development that is inappropriate to a rural area, except in very special circumstances.

Physical constraints
Whilst the site is currently within Green Belt it does offer scope for a significant level of development close to the core of the 
village and station. However, the site may be of ecological value due to the mosaic of hedgerows and trees; careful design 
would be required to ensure that key elements of its distinctive small scale character are retained successfully within any new 
development. Particular care should be taken of the frontage with Birmingham Road, where the existing hedgerow and trees 
provides a welcome break in the otherwise developed roadside. The ‘country lane’ character of Plank Lane is also vulnerable 
to change and access on to the more rural southern section should be avoided.

Potential impacts
100m min and 300m max from good bus and rail Public Transport links. Good access to Birmingham, Nuneaton by rail. 
Birmingham, Coleshilll, Marston Green by bus half hourly services Mon to Sat. Access to Sutton Coldfield and Birmingham 
International airport hourly on Mon to Fri.
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Achievability summary
•�This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no 
economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community 
gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal development costs. The market should have 
substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this site has been assessed through the LDF and application process, 
so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium/long term.

Conclusion
For developments of this size, we need to take account of some level of Public Open Space, roads, strategic landscaping etc. Therefore we 
suggest that  75% of the land is likely to be developable for residential purposes (7.17ha). This results in a yield of 215 dwellings, if developed at 
30dph. Because of its location and characteristics, this site would be suitable for a mix of dwellings of about 215 units likely to be started in 
about 2013  and completed by 2018 , depending on the recovery of the housing market and decisions on locations for growth made though the 
LDF. Any scheme must respect the key elements of its distinctive small scale character and ensure that they are retained successfully within 
any new development.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
civil proceedings. ©North Warwickshire Borough Council. Licence No. 100017910. 2009
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, In crude terms at 30/ha density to reflect rural character and location would yield approx 287+ dwellings.
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Site ref
NWAR199

Settlement
Water Orton

Local Authority
SLA 114

Site Address
LAND OFF WATTON LANE, WATER ORTON

Site Area (ha)
0.70

Description of site
The site is a flat, narrow strip of Greenfield pasture land between Water Orton Municipal Housing and M42 embankment. 
There are no physical constraints to development.

Current/previous landuse
Not known

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
No planning status

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in principle 
for future housing potential, because of its accessibility to facilities, job opportunities and public transport, and because there 
are no insurmountable constraints. The site could contribute to the creation of a sustainable, mixed community. Currently the 
site would be more suitable if access from adjoining housing could be achieved. Acquisition of properties and garaging on 
Georges Rd may be necessary to achieve this route. At present, access onto B4117, Watton Lane is achievable but not ideal 
due to proximity of motorway bridge and individual adjoining residential accesses.

Availability summary
The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. The agent has confirmed that the site will be promoted through the LDF process., 5 - 10 YEARS

Policy restrictions
ENV2: Within Green Belts the primary aim is to maintain the open nature of the area, and there is a general presumption 
against development that is inappropriate to a rural area, except in very special circumstances.

Physical constraints
Approximately 1km from centre of village, shops, train and bus station

Potential impacts
The site lies within the greenbelt.
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Achievability summary
•�This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no 
economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community 
gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal development costs. The market should have 
substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this site has been assessed through the LDF and application process, 
so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium/long term.

Conclusion
For developments of this size, we need to take account of some level of Public Open Space, roads, strategic landscaping etc. Therefore we 
suggest that  95% of the land is likely to be developable for residential purposes. This results in a net area of 0.66ha and a yield of 20 dwellings 
at 30dph. Because of its location and characteristics, this site would be suitable for a mix of dwellings of about 20 units likely to be started in 
about 2011  and completed by 2013 , subsequent to access improvements and recovery of the housing market and decisions on locations for 
growth made though the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
civil proceedings. ©North Warwickshire Borough Council. Licence No. 100017910. 2009
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Yield summary
Final suggested yield: 20Final density: 28.77

Site plan
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Site ref
NWAR200

Settlement
Water Orton

Local Authority
SLA 116

Site Address
LAND OFF VICARAGE LANE, WATER ORTON

Site Area (ha)
3.43

Description of site
The site consists of two rough pasture fields (grazed by horses) located both sides of a track and right of way on the southern 
edge of the village. The land within the site slopes very gently southwards, but rises more noticeably beyond the southern 
boundary towards a low ridge traversed by the M42/M6 link (which is not visible). The fields are contained by robust 
hedgerows and there is an area of light woodland on the eastern boundary of the eastern field; good hedges and trees define 
the southern boundary. The land has a moderately attractive discreet character. A small nursery lies alongside the lane within 
the site and a school lies immediately beyond the north western boundary. Flat, Greenfield pasture land, mixed cattle and 
horse grazing. No physical constraints to development, however site is effectively landlocked with a narrow agricultural track 
accessing the site. Mature hedge banks and trees screen and subdivide the site.

Current/previous landuse
Not known

Type of site
Greenfield

Planning status
Not known

Suitablility summary
Outside but adjoining the settlement boundary.  Currently development on this site would contravene policy and therefore the 
site would not be considered to be suitable. However, from the information available, the site is considered suitable in principle 
for future housing potential, because of its accessibility to facilities, job opportunities and public transport, and because there 
are no insurmountable constraints. The site could contribute to the creation of a sustainable, mixed community, possibly 
including some element of leisure. The site is effectively landlocked with a narrow agricultural track accessing the site so 
development of the site would require demolition of dwelling fronting the site or could access from adjoining land to east.

Availability summary
The agent confirms that the site is available for development, and that there are no legal or ownership problems which could 
limit development. The agent has confirmed that the site will be promoted through the LDF process., 5 - 10 YEARS

Policy restrictions
ENV2: Within Green Belts the primary aim is to maintain the open nature of the area, and there is a general presumption 
against development that is inappropriate to a rural area, except in very special circumstances.

Physical constraints
Development within this site would be well integrated within the landscape and generally well contained from wider view by the 
combination of the topography and vegetation. Whilst development, in principal, is not compatible with its current green belt 
status development here would be acceptable in landscape and visual terms; it would not lead to merging of settlements and 
the good boundary vegetation, which could be reinforced further, can form a firm settlement edge.

However, access appears to be a key constraint as the site has no direct road frontage; the track appears to provide the only 
opportunity but this is narrow, between two properties, and lined with hedges and significant trees. The site is well located for 
the school but less convenient for key community facilities. Birmingham, Coleshilll, Marston Green by bus half hourly services 
Mon to Sat. Access to Sutton Coldfield and Birmingham International airport hourly on Mon to Fri.

Potential impacts
Green belt location
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Achievability summary
•�This site adjacent to the urban area is in a location that developers find attractive to bring forward housing sites for development. There is no 
economic reason why the site should not be financially viable given that the alternative land use is agricultural, taking account of any community 
gain package, including affordable housing and other S.106 obligations, as well as abnormal development costs. The market should have 
substantially recovered from the economic downturn of 2008 by the time this site has been assessed through the LDF and application process, 
so achievability should not be in any doubt in the medium/long term.

Conclusion
For developments of this size, we need to take account of some level of Public Open Space, roads, strategic landscaping etc. Therefore we 
suggest that  90% of the land is likely to be developable for residential purposes. This results in 3.08ha developable land and a yield of 92 
dwellings if developed at 30dha. Because of its rural character and location, this site would be suitable for a mix of dwellings of about  units 
likely to be started in about 2013  and completed by 2016 , depending on the access issues being resolved and the recovery of the housing 
market. Development here will also depend on decisions on locations for growth made though the LDF.

This map is based upon the Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or 
civil proceedings. ©North Warwickshire Borough Council. Licence No. 100017910. 2009
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Yield summary
Final suggested yield: 92Final density: 26.79

Site plan




